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Pranitha Gottipati 

ABSTRACT 

Low back disorders (LBDs) comprise one of the major health issues in the United States.  

Previous research used isometric studies to understand the mechanisms that cause LBDs.  

Occupational tasks involving dynamic trunk movements, muscle fatigue, and spinal instability 

are identified as major risk factors for developing low back pain.  Dynamic stability and muscle 

forces during trunk flexion-extension movements are studied in this dissertation.   

 

Torso muscle fatigue is known to affect the neuromuscular muscle recruitment that influences 

spinal stability.  The first part of this dissertation investigates the effect of muscle fatigue on the 

stability of dynamic trunk flexion-extension movements.  Participants with no self-reported low 

back pain history performed repetitive trunk flexion-extension exercises before and after 

extensor muscle fatigue.  The extensor muscles were fatigued to 60% of their unfatigued 

isometric maximum voluntary exertion force.  The maximum finite-time Lyapunov exponent, 

λMax, was used to quantify the dynamic stability.  Values of λMax increased with fatigue, 

suggesting dynamic stability of the torso decreases with muscle fatigue.  Fatigue-by-task 

asymmetry interactions did not influence spinal stability.   

 

The purpose of the second part of this dissertation was to predict time-dependent muscle forces 

and spinal loads during symmetric flexion-extension movements.  A 2-dimensional sagittal 

plane, lumped parameter model was built with one thorax and five lumbar vertebrae stacked 

upon a stationary pelvis.  Kinematics driven optimization was used to estimate time-dependent 

muscle forces.  Muscle forces were determined by minimizing the metabolic power while 

satisfying the equations of motion.  Spinal loads were calculated as the vector sum of the muscle 
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forces and the trunk weight.  Abdominal activity was observed at the onset of flexion and at the 

end of extension.  The multifidus and psoas muscles played a major role in the spine dynamics.  

The compressive spinal loads were found to reach highest values at the onset of flexion, while 

the shear loads reached the highest values at large flexion angles. 
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Chapter 1 - Significance 

 

In the human body, the torso comprises two-thirds of the body weight. The spinal column is an 

important skeletal part of the torso. The spine consists of four types of vertebrae: (1) Cervical 

vertebrae; (2) Thoracic vertebrae; (3) Lumbar vertebrae; and (4) Sacrum. The lower-back or 

lumbar spine consists of five vertebrae, L1, L2, L3, L4 and L5. The movements of the lower-

back vertebrae mainly influence the large angular displacements of the torso.  

 

Low back pain is one of the most prevalent health issues in the United States.  85% of the U.S. 

population suffers from low back pain sometime in their lifetime (Pai and Sundaram, 2004).    

85% of the time, the cause for back injuries is unknown (McGill, 2007).  For the past few 

decades, active research has been conducted in the field of biomechanics to understand the cause 

for low back disorders and to develop prevention techniques.   

 

Past work shows that the lack of stability is one of the major causes for low back injuries.  

Stability studies have demonstrated that certain factors such as muscle recruitment, spinal 

posture, and sudden external loads influence the static stability of the spine (Gardner-Morse et 

al., 1995b; Granata and Wilson, 2001).  Recently researchers showed a link between muscle 

fatigue and stability (Granata et al., 2004).  However, little has been investigated about the 

influence of muscle fatigue on the dynamic stability of musculoskeletal systems.  Empirical 

investigation of the influence of fatigue on dynamic stability may help us in developing ways to 

control low back pain. 

 

It is known that most of the low back disorders occur while performing dynamic tasks in industry 

and sports.  Even though spine research has been active for decades, there is very little 

knowledge of the dynamic behavior of the spine.  Many researchers have studied the isometric 

muscle recruitment patterns due to various postures and sudden load application.  These studies 
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enabled us to understand the muscle co-activation and spine stability during certain postures and 

applications of sudden loads (McCook et al., 2009; Cholewicki and McGill, 1996; Dolan and 

Adams, 1993; Gardner-Morse et al., 1995b; Granata et al., 2005; Granata and Orishimo, 2001).  

Lately, there has been some emphasis on the dynamics of the low back.  It was shown that the 

movement pace and direction during trunk flexion and extension movements affect spinal 

stability (Granata and England, 2006).  Spinal loads and muscle forces increase considerably 

with movement velocity, acceleration, and sudden loading conditions (Bazrgari et al., 2008; 

Bazrgari et al., 2009 a,b; Lavender et al., 2003).  Hence, there is a further need to study spine 

mechanics more in the dynamic sense than in the isometric sense.  

 

Specific Aims 

 Many fundamental tasks that use large trunk movements involve flexion and extension.  

Therefore, this research study is focused on the mechanics of sagittal plane flexion and extension 

movements of the trunk.  The dissertation research consists of two major parts: (1) the 

experimental part, and (2) the modeling part.  

 

Experimental Study  

Experiments were conducted to study empirically the effect of lumbar fatigue on the dynamic 

stability of trunk flexion and extension movements.  The empirical measurements that quantify 

the stability are used in the study.  

 

Model 

A new mathematical simulation model has been developed.  The model uses the recorded data 

from the experiments to estimate dynamic muscle forces.  The dynamic forces during continuous 

flexion and extension movements are determined using optimization techniques.   
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Documentation Organization 

This dissertation consists of six chapters.  Chapter 1 gives brief information on the motivation for 

the research.  Chapter 2 introduces the literature review and analytical background for the 

experimental study.  Chapter 3 presents the detailed experimental study, “Fatigue Influences the 

Dynamic Stability of the Torso”.  Chapter 4 introduces the literature review and background for 

the simulation study.  Chapter 5 presents the detailed methods for simulation study.  Chapter 6 

presents the study “Estimating Dynamic Muscle Forces of the Torso during Flexion and 

Extension Movements: A Mathematical Simulation”.  Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the results 

of the work and presents ideas for possible future research.  
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Chapter 2 – Muscle Fatigue and Spinal Stability 

 

Introduction 

Muscle fatigue can be defined as a reduction in capacity of a muscle to produce tension or 

contraction (Cailliet, 2003).  Muscle fatigue has been identified as a risk factor for developing 

low back pain.  Researchers have been investigating various mechanisms to understand how 

muscle fatigue influences low back disorders.  Muscle fatigue may influence the stability of a 

musculoskeletal system, which may lead to injury and pain.  The following section gives an 

overview of muscle fatigue studies in the literature.  The section after that presents an overview 

of past studies in which the stability of musculoskeletal systems was investigated analytically 

and empirically.  The final section gives the analytical background related to this study.  

 

Muscle Fatigue Linked to Low Back Pain 

For decades, muscle fatigue has been considered to be a major factor in causing low back pain by 

affecting the neuro-musculoskeletal functions.  As a result, in the past two decades researchers 

have shown growing interest in studying the role of muscle fatigue in developing low back 

disorders.  One of the early studies demonstrated that isometric endurance tests can predict the 

onset of low back pain (Biersing-Sorensen, 1984).  Roy et al. (1989) showed that muscle fatigue 

could serve as a measure of low back pain.  Electromyograms of multiple back muscles were 

recorded during sustained isometric trunk extensions.  These tests predicted the onset of low 

back pain in the subjects with approximately 90% reliability.  Luoto et al. (1995) conducted 

static back endurance tests to measure the risk of developing low back pain.  It was found that 

poor endurance may lead to physical fatigue and thus may increase the risk of developing low 

back disorders.  Thomas et al. (2000) studied muscle fatigue associated with loading of the trunk 

in the coronal plane, and found that all the trunk muscles are susceptible to fatigue.  This study 

concluded that endurance training of paraspinal and abdominal muscles may reduce the risk of 

low back pain.  
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Taimela et al. (1999) showed that lumbar fatigue impairs the ability to sense a change in lumbar 

position.  This phenomenon was found to be even worse in patients with low back pain.  The task 

in that study involved reacting to the perception of lumbar movement (flexion and extension) as 

soon as possible.  During the test, the participants were seated on a specially manufactured trunk 

rotation measurement unit that induced dynamic movement to the trunk while restricting the 

movement of the pelvis and lower limbs.  In Sparto and Parnianpour (1998), the effects of torso 

extensor muscle fatigue on muscle forces and spinal loading were investigated during the 

performance of repetitive dynamic trunk extensions.  Fatigue was quantified using endurance 

time and rate of decline of dynamic maximum voluntary contraction in trunk extension.  This 

study showed that the risk of low back pain could be due to the effect of muscle fatigue on 

muscle recruitment patterns, and thus due to the spinal loads.  

 

Recent investigations suggested that torso muscle fatigue may affect spinal stability and as a 

result may increase the risk of low back pain.  In Granata et al. (2004), the subjects were asked to 

maintain a static posture against a sudden horizontal flexion force before and after muscle 

fatigue.  Electromyographic and kinematics data during the trial were recorded to assess the 

change in spinal stability with fatigue.  The investigators also developed a mathematical model 

of the spine with 6 degrees of freedom and 12 deformable muscles.  Using optimization 

techniques and sensitivity analyses, they investigated the effect of fatigue on spinal stability 

analytically.  It was found that the empirical analyses supported the model predictions.  

 

In Herrmann et al. (2006), 10 male participants were subjected to perturbation during quiet 

standing before and after muscle fatigue.  Reflexes of paraspinal muscles during these trials were 

recorded.  Fatigue of paraspinal muscles increased the amplitude of the muscle reflexes to 

compensate for the loss of the muscle force capacity to maintain spinal stability.  A similar study 

was conducted to investigate the effect of fatigue on postural sway and joint kinematics during 

quiet standing (Madigan et al., 2006).  It was found that after muscle fatigue the participant had a 

slight forward lean posture and that the variability of the joint angle had increased.  However, 

none of these studies reported empirical evidence that shows the influence of torso muscle 

fatigue on dynamic stability of the torso.  
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Stability 

Many investigators in the past two decades have focused on finding the mechanisms causing 

instability of musculoskeletal systems.  Stability is necessary to avoid pain and injury (Reeves et 

al., 2007).  For years, the effect of fatigue on spinal stability has been studied using empirical 

data on changes in postural sway or muscular responses to sudden perturbations (Davidson et al., 

2004).   

Bergmark (1989) was the first investigation of the stability of the spine, and involved minimizing 

the potential energy of the system. Crisco and Panjabi (1992) modeled the spine as an Euler 

column.  They used Euler buckling theory to investigate the mechanical stability of the spine.  

The stability and the load bearing capacity of the spine decreased after buckling. This model was 

validated by experiments. 

Meakin et al. (1996) built two models: a static model and a dynamic model. The standing posture 

in the sagittal plane was modeled as an Euler beam in the second mode. The flexed spine was 

modeled as an Euler beam in the first mode. Stability was investigated using the changes in the 

bending stiffnesses of the beams.  

Later researchers started investigating stability changes in musculoskeletal systems empirically 

based on experimental studies.  Sparto and Parnianpour (1998) used center of pressure 

measurements to quantify postural stability.  In 2003 investigations showed that the center of 

pressure (COP) quantifies the postural sway, whereas the center of mass (COM) quantifies the 

postural stability.  However, COP and COM measurements limit one to investigate the postural 

stability, but not dynamic stability. To investigate dynamic stability, kinematic variability has 

been used as the quantifying factor in some studies (Holt et al., 1995; Yack and Berger, 1993).  

In general, dynamic stability is considered to be the ability of a system to resist kinematic 

perturbations.  However, Dingwell and Cusumano (2000) showed that kinematic variability 

cannot be a quantifying measure of this dynamic stability.  They showed that greater kinematic 

variability does not suggest lower stability.  In their study, nonlinear dynamics concepts were 
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applied to empirically investigate the local dynamic stability of human walking.  Maximum 

finite-time Lyapunov exponents were calculated to quantify local dynamic stability of 

continuous overground walking in patients with diabetic neuropathy.  Granata and England 

(2006) applied these concepts to investigate the dynamic stability of repetitive trunk movements.  

The kinematic trajectories of torso flexion and extension movements were recorded using motion 

sensors.  The maximum finite-time Lyapunov exponents of these trajectories were calculated.  

The larger the maximum Lyapunov exponent is, the lower the dynamic stability of the system.  

That study found that the torso's dynamic stability decreases with movement velocity.  It also 

found that symmetric movements of the torso are less stable than asymmetric movements.  These 

dynamic stability assessment methods can also be used to investigate the effect of muscle fatigue 

on the stability of the torso.  

 

Analysis Background 

Local Dynamic Stability 

Stability can be defined in many ways depending on the problem that is considered. For the 

scope of this work, the concept of Lyapunov stability is used. A movement trajectory of a system 

is considered stable if all movement trajectories that are sufficiently close to the reference path 

continue to remain close for all time (Strogatz, 1994).  This kind of stability can be quantified 

using Lyapunov exponents.  The following paragraphs describe the theory of Lyapunov 

exponents.  

 

Dynamical systems are represented by state vectors in a state space that change with time.  The 

evolution of the state vectors is sensitive to initial conditions.  This sensitivity to initial 

conditions can be quantified by the Lyapunov exponents.  The state vectors of a system define 

the movement trajectories.  If a trajectory diverges (converges) from (towards) the reference 

trajectory at time ‘t’, then the rate of divergence (convergence) gives the measure of local 

instability (stability) of the system at that time.  This rate of divergence (convergence) is 

quantified using Lyapunov exponents, i.e., the measure of divergence (convergence) is 
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proportional to e
t

, where  is the Lyapunov exponent.  A positive λ represents divergence, 

whereas a negative λ represents convergence.  An n-dimensional dynamical system has n state 

vectors, hence n Lyapunov exponents (Lyapunov spectrum).  For a system to be globally stable, 

the sum of all the Lyapunov exponents should be less than zero (Rosenstein et al., 1993).  

 

The entire Lyapunov spectrum of a system can be calculated from the dynamic equations of the 

system.  However, in most experimental studies the dynamic equations of the system are not 

available.  In such cases the maximum finite-time Lyapunov exponent can be used to quantify 

the level of local dynamic stability.  It has been suggested that according to the multiplicative 

ergodic theorem two randomly chosen initial trajectories will diverge on average exponentially at 

a rate given by the maximum Lyapunov exponent (Rosenstein et al., 1993).  This maximum 

finite-time Lyapunov exponent is defined as the average rate of divergence of neighboring 

trajectories in a state space at time t (Dingwell and Cusumano, 2000).  

 

Reconstruction Dynamics 

To calculate the maximum Lyapunov exponent, information on the complete dynamics of the 

system is necessary, which can be achieved by reconstruction dynamics.  In general, 

musculoskeletal systems are complex systems for which multiple dimensions are required to 

represent the complete dynamics.  However, it is not always easy to record the complete 

dynamics of a system experimentally.  In such cases, it can be reconstructed from a single time 

series vector.  In this research, the method of delays (Granata and England, 2006; Rosenstein et 

al., 1993) was used to reconstruct the n-dimensional state space from a single time series.  The 

number „n‟ is called the embedding dimension.  If x(t) is the single time series vector available 

and Td is the chosen time delay, then the reconstructed state space can be expressed as  

Y(t) = [x(t), x(t+Td), x(t+2Td). . . x(t+(n-1)·Td)]   (2.1) 

The following sub-sections describe how to calculate the embedding dimension and time delay 

for a given experimental time series vector. 
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How to find time delay? 

The reconstructed dynamics using the method of delays are sensitive to time delay (Rosenstein et 

al., 1993).  For noise-free data, the time delay can be chosen arbitrarily; however, for 

experimental data, the time delay has to be chosen such that it is neither too small nor too large 

(Fraser and Swinney, 1986b).  If the time delay is too small, it may result in redundancy, and if 

the time delay is too large, it will cause irrelevance (England and Granata, 2006; Rosenstein et 

al., 1993).  Fraser and Swinney (1986) introduced the average mutual information (AMI) 

criterion to calculate the time delay for experimental data.  In this method, the time delays are 

calculated from the first minimum of the AMI function (Dingwell and Cusumano, 2000).  The 

AMI is defined as the information in two trajectories of a reconstructed state space that is 

mutual.  The time delay at the minimum AMI function gives state space vectors with minimum 

redundancy. 

 

How to find embedded dimension? 

The embedding dimension of reconstruction dynamics can be estimated from the global false 

nearest neighbor analysis (Kennel and Isabelle, 1992b).  The nearest neighbor of a point on a 

trajectory i is defined as a point on a neighboring trajectory j which is at the minimum Euclidean 

distance.  When the dynamics of a system are represented in a lower dimensional space than 

required, the trajectories overlap.  Due to such overlap of trajectories, the state space may 

represent false nearest neighbors.  False nearest neighbors are defined as the set of neighbors that 

appear to be close at a lower dimensional state space, but not at the higher dimensions (England 

and Granata, 2006).  The global false nearest neighbors algorithm (Kennel and Isabelle, 1992b) 

incrementally increases the dimensions while comparing the distances between the trajectories 

until the number of false nearest neighbors approaches zero (Dingwell and Cusumano, 2000; 

England and Granata, 2006).  The number of dimensions at which the false nearest neighbors are 

zero is called the embedding dimension.  
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Maximum Lyapunov exponent 

Once the embedding dimension „n‟ and the time delay „Td‟ are estimated, the single time series 

vector can be reconstructed into n-dimensional state space.  From the reconstructed dynamics, 

the maximum Lyapunov exponent can be estimated using Rosenstein‟s nearest neighbors 

algorithm (Rosenstein et al., 1993).  The algorithm finds the nearest neighbors of points on a 

trajectory and calculates the Euclidean distance between them.  This Euclidean distance is 

proportional to e
t

, where  is the Lyapunov exponent at time t.  The largest Lyapunov exponent 

is then calculated as the average rate of the Euclidean distance between the nearest neighbors in a 

finite time (Rosenstein et al., 1993).  Then the separation dj(t) of the j
th

 nearest neighbors at time 

t can be given as 

                 (2.2)
 

If t is the sampling period of the data set, then the above equation can be written as  

     (2.3)
 

By taking the natural logarithm on both sides of the above equation, we get a set of lines with 

slopes equal to the Lyapunov exponents j: 

    (2.4)
 

Then the maximum Lyapunov exponent is estimated from an average line of these sets of lines 

that can be estimated with a least squares fit, which gives  

     (2.5)
 

where … represents the average of the separations of all nearest neighbors.  Empirically the 

algorithm calculates lndj(i) as ln{dj(t+Δt) / dj(t)}.  Then the above equation can be written as 

   (2.6)
 

The slope of this line gives the finite-time maximum Lyapunov exponent Max of a single time 

series vector. Max is the mean rate of divergence of initially neighboring trajectories along the 

least stable dimension. 
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Example: Lorentz Attractor 

The above described method is explained with the example of the Lorenz attractor below.  Figure 

2.1 shows the 2-dimensional Lorenz attractor with σ = 10, ρ = 28 and β = 8/3.    

 

 

 zxyz

yxxzy

xyx



















     (2.7)

 

 

Figure 2.1: Lorenz attractor in 2D state space with σ = 10, ρ = 28 and β = 8/3 

 

If only one state space vector x(t) is available, then the complete dynamics of the attractor can be 

represented using reconstructed dynamics.  To reconstruct the dynamics, first the time delay and 

embedding dimension are calculated.  Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the graphs of the average mutual 

information function vs. time delay and the percentage of false nearest neighbors vs. embedding 

dimension, respectively.  The first minimum AMI occurs at time lag 90, i.e., 0.09ms, and the 

embedding dimension is found to be 2.   
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 Figure 2.2: AMI vs. Time Lag: The AMI algorithm estimated time delay for Lorenz attractor as 0.09ms 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Percent of false neighbors vs. embedding dimension: The Global false nearest neighbor analysis 

estimated the embedding dimension of Lorenz attractor as 2 

 

Once the embedding dimension and the time delay are calculated, the dynamics are reconstructed 

using the method of delays.  Figure 2.4 shows the reconstructed dynamics in 2-dimensional state 

space. It also shows how the separation of nearest neighbors is calculated at time t.  After 

reconstruction of the dynamics, the average logarithmic divergence of all the nearest neighbors is 

calculated and plotted against time (Figure 2.5).  The slope of the initial linear region of the 

curve using a least squares best fit gives the maximum finite-time Lyapunov exponent.  
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Figure 2.4: Reconstructed dynamics of Lorenz attractor and representation of Euclidean distance between 

nearest neighbors 

 

Figure 2.5: Average logarithmic divergence vs. time: The slope of the initial linear region of the curve is 

estimated as the maximum Lyapunov exponent 
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Chapter 3 - Fatigue Influences the Dynamic Stability of the Torso 

 

Published in Ergonomics, Vol. 51, 2008, pp. 1258-1271, by Kevin P. Granata and P. Gottipati. 

 

Abstract 

 

Objective:  Fatigue in the extensor muscles of the torso affects neuromuscular recruitment and 

control of the spine.  The goal of this study was to test whether fatigue influences the stability of 

dynamic torso movements.   

Research Design:  A controlled laboratory experiment measured the change in the maximum 

finite-time Lyapunov exponent, λMax, before and after fatigue of the extensor muscles.   

Methods:  Nonlinear analyses were used to compute stability from the embedding dimension and 

Lyapunov exponent recorded during repetitive dynamic trunk flexion tasks.  Torso extensor 

muscles were fatigued to 60% of their unfatigued isometric maximum voluntary exertion force 

and then stability was re-measured.  Independent variables included fatigue, task asymmetry, and 

lower-limb constraint.   

Results:  λMax values increased with fatigue, suggesting poorer dynamic stability when fatigued.  

Embedding dimension declined with fatigue, indicating reduced dynamic complexity when 

fatigued.   

Conclusions:  Fatigue-related changes in spinal stability may contribute to the risk of low back 

injury during fatiguing occupational lifting tasks. 

 Keywords: Low Back, Fatigue, Stability, Dynamics.  
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Introduction 

Lifting-induced fatigue can influence neuromuscular control of spinal stability.  Endurance and 

fatigue of the trunk extensor muscles have been identified as risk factors for low back pain 

(Biering-Sorensen, 1984; Luoto et al., 1995), but the mechanisms of this risk are not well 

understood.  It may be associated with compensatory muscle recruitment and changes in spinal 

load when fatigued (Sparto and Parnianpour, 1998).  It may also be associated with decrements 

in the ratio of lift-strength versus task requirements (Keyserling et al., 1980).  Recent studies 

suggest that fatigue of the torso muscles can affect spinal stability (Granata et al., 2004).  If 

fatigue impairs stability, then small kinematic disturbances or neuromuscular errors can cause 

brief uncontrolled intervertebral movement and subsequent tissue strain injury.  However, there 

are no existing direct empirical measurements of stability to test whether fatigue influences 

stability during dynamic torso movements. 

 

Neuromuscular control factors that contribute to stability are influenced by fatigue.  Control of 

stability is maintained by three biomechanical sub-systems (Panjabi, 1992a). First, the passive 

sub-system describes stabilizing contributions from spinal ligaments, discs, and bones.  Second, 

open-loop recruitment of torso and paraspinal muscles contributes to the active viscoelastic 

stiffness necessary to maintain stability of the spinal column (Bergmark, 1989a).  The stiffness of 

muscles increases with active recruitment (Morgan et al., 1978).  For example, co-contraction 

can influence the bending stiffness of the torso (Lee et al., 2006).  Therefore, appropriate open-

loop recruitment may be used to control spinal stiffness and stability (Gardner-Morse and Stokes, 

1998, Granata and Marras, 2000).  Fatigue may influence both the intrinsic stiffness of actively 

contracting muscles (Gollhoffer et al., 1987) and the muscle recruitment patterns during steady-

state exertions (Sparto and Parnianpour, 1998).  Hence, fatigue may influence the open-loop 

control of spinal stability.  The third sub-system for control of stability is provided by active 

feedback from reflex and voluntary modulation of muscle recruitment (Hogan, 1984).  Recent 

studies demonstrate that the feedback provided by reflexes in the paraspinal muscles may 

account for up to 40% of the stabilizing control of the torso (Moorhouse and Granata, 2006).  

Fatigue influences the reflex response of torso control (Wilder et al., 1996).  There is a 

disagreement whether fatigue causes reflex amplitude to increase or decrease (Avela et al., 1999; 
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Qita and Kearney, 2000) but most studies agree that fatigue causes increased myoelectric and 

electromechanical delay (Hagbarth et al., 1995; Hotobagyi et al., 1991).  Changes in feedback 

delay can inhibit the neuromuscular control of spinal stability (Franklin and Granata, 2006).  

Therefore, fatigue may influence the feedback control of spinal stability.  Although fatigue may 

influence several control sub-systems, it is difficult to predict whether these effects are sufficient 

to affect overall stability.  Therefore, empirical measures of torso stability are necessary.  

 

Stability of the torso can be estimated using analyses of nonlinear dynamics.  A time-dependent 

kinematic reference trajectory represents the desired time-dependent movement path of the torso.  

It is considered stable if all trajectories that are sufficiently close to the reference path continue to 

remain close for all time (Strogatz, 1994).  These conditions assure that small kinematic 

disturbances can be controlled and attenuated.  By recording the time-dependent behavior of 

kinematic variance, one can quantify stability from analyses of whether or not movement 

trajectories approach the reference trajectory.  This concept was applied to record stabilizing 

control of the torso in a seated posture (Cholewicki et al., 2000).  Nonlinear methods can also be 

used to quantify stability during dynamic movements.  In dynamic tasks, Lyapunov exponents 

are used to describe whether local kinematic errors grow in time or decay toward the reference 

trajectory, i.e., kinematic expansion versus kinematic contraction.  For a system moving in n 

generalized dimensions, there must be one Lyapunov exponent λi for each of the n dimensions.  

Kinematic dispersion (contraction) of the i
th

 principal axis is proportional to e
λit

.  The Lyapunov 

exponent is positive if there is kinematic expansion; it is negative if the kinematic perturbations 

grow smaller in time, i.e. contraction.  For a dynamic system to be asymptotically stable (i.e., 

stable in a global sense), the sum of all the Lyapunov exponents must be less than zero.  

Unfortunately, it is infeasible to measure all of the Lyapunov exponents from experimental time 

series data.  However, the largest Lyapunov exponent λMax quickly dominates the dynamic 

behaviour of the system and is readily computed from measured data (Rosenstein et al., 1993).  

The kinematics of each flexion and extension movement of the torso can be represented by a 

kinematic trajectory.  Therefore, empirical measurement of λMax has proven to be a useful 

estimate of stability during torso movements (Granata and England, 2006).  
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The goal of this study was to test whether fatigue influences stability during dynamic torso 

movements.  The task involved repetitive trunk flexion and extension movements in the mid-

sagittal plane to repeatedly touch a target in front of the subject.  We tested two hypotheses.  

First, stability of dynamic trunk flexion and extension movements decreases with fatigue.  

Second, task asymmetry influences fatigue-related changes in dynamic stability.  Task 

asymmetry is considered to be a risk factor for occupationally-related low back pain (Fathallah et 

al., 1998).  Evidence suggests that asymmetry influences stability during dynamic trunk 

movements (Granata and England, 2006).  Moreover, effects of asymmetry may influence 

compensatory muscle recruitment associated with fatigue (Van Dieen and Heijblom, 1996). 

Therefore, fatigue-by-asymmetry interactions were expected in the stability of flexion tasks.  To 

address the goals and hypotheses, we implemented nonlinear time-series analyses to characterize 

stability during repetitive trunk flexion tasks both before and immediately following fatigue of 

the trunk extensor muscles.  

 

Materials and methods 

Subjects 

Ten healthy adults performed repetitive dynamic trunk flexion movements.  The subjects were 

five men and five women with no self-reported history of low back pain (Table 3.1).  Prior to 

participation in the experiment, each subject provided informed consent approved by the 

Virginia Tech institutional review board. 

 

 

Table 3.1:  Subject demographics and anthropometry.  Values represent mean (standard 

deviation) of the subject pool. 

 Males Females 

Number of Subjects 5 5 

Age [yrs] 29.60  (5.23) 23.60  ( 4.51) 

Height [cm] 178.04  (9.35) 166.07  ( 3.10) 

Body Mass [kg] 72.30  (9.04) 61.24  (12.43) 
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Stability Assessment Protocol 

The stability assessment required subjects to repetitively touch a target placed in the anterior 

mid-sagittal plane (Figure 3.1) as per protocols described in (Thomas et al., 2003).  The target 

was located so that the subject could reach it by means of 60
0
 of trunk flexion with elbow 

extended, shoulder flexed 90
o
, and lower limbs vertical.  Note that the target placement was 

determined by these postural constraints, but during data collection trials the subjects were free 

to move in a self-selected manner with no constraint on arm, shoulder, or torso posture.  The task 

required the subjects to touch the flexion target with their hands and then return to the upright 

posture.  To assure that the subjects returned to an upright posture during each cycle, a sphere 

was suspended such that it made contact with the posterior thorax when the subject was fully 

upright.  Subjects moved in time with a metronome tone so as to achieve 30 flexion cycles per 

minute.  The cyclic movements were performed repetitively and without pause for a trial 

duration of one minute. 

 

Movement kinematics were recorded throughout each dynamic stability trial.  Two 

electromagnetic sensors were secured to the skin by double-sided tape over the S1 and T10 

spinous processes (Motionstar ERT, Ascension Technology, Natick, MA).  Lumbar angles were 

computed from the Euler rotation matrices recorded from the T10 sensor with respect to the S1 

sensor at a data collection rate of 100 Hz (Granata and Sanford, 2000).  These provided time-

series signals of 3-D lumbar angles including sagittal flexion, lateral flexion, and twist during the 

repetitive dynamic movements. 
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Figure 3.1:  Stability Assessment Protocol:  The task was to touch a target placed near knee level with their 

hands and then return to the upright posture in time with a metronome tone.  The task required continuously 

repetitive movement patterns at a rate of 30 cycles per minute 

 

Experimental conditions included task asymmetry, lower-limb constraint, and fatigue.  During 

symmetric conditions, subjects were required to touch the target with both hands simultaneously.  

During asymmetric trials, they touched the target with their dominant hand only.  Pilot 

measurements illustrated that one-handed reaching tasks produced asymmetric movement 

characterized by simultaneous torso flexion and axial rotation.  Conditions of lower-limb 

constraint describe whether the subjects‟ legs and pelvis were constrained by strapping to a 

pelvic support structure.  During constrained conditions, the pelvic support structure was 

designed to restrict the motion of the lower body, thereby isolating movement to the torso and 

arms (Figure 3.1).  In the unconstrained trials, the legs and pelvis were free to move normally, 

but the subjects were instructed to keep their knees straight.  Each experimental combination of 
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asymmetry and lower-limb constraint was performed twice, i.e., a total of 8 trials before fatigue 

and 8 trials after fatigue.  Subjects were allowed to practice the movements until they were 

comfortable with the movement trajectory and movement pace before data collection for each 

trial.  Experimental combinations of asymmetry and lower-limb constraint were presented in 

random order with at least one minute of rest between trials.   

 

Fatigue Protocol 

Stability was assessed before and immediately following a fatigue protocol.  The fatigue protocol 

was performed immediately after the non-fatiguing protocol.  The protocol required subjects to 

perform dynamic trunk extension exercises until the maximum voluntary trunk extension 

strength declined to 60% of the unfatigued strength.  Subjects completed warm-up exercises 

including lumbar stretching and back extension movements on a 45
0
 Roman chair.  Following 

the warm up, isometric maximum voluntary exertion (MVE) force was recorded.  To record the 

MVE, subjects were positioned on the Roman chair and they applied a maximum isometric trunk 

extension force against a cable strung between the thorax and the ground (Figure 3.2).  The cable 

was connected to the subject via a modified construction harness so as to resist isometric trunk 

extension force when the torso was in a neutral posture.  A load cell joined the cable to the 

ground so as to measure cable tension during the exertion (Interface Force, Scottsdale, AZ).  

Two isometric maximum exertions were performed with 1 minute of rest between exertions.  

The MVE force was recorded as the greatest peak of the two isometric trials.  Following the 

MVE measurements, the cable was detached and fatigue was induced by performing dynamic 

trunk extension exercises on the Roman chair.  During the initial exercise period, subjects 

completed 10 repetitions of torso flexion-extension at a rate of 30 cycles per minute in time with 

a metronome.  After two minutes of exercise, the MVE extension force was re-recorded.  With 

each measurement of maximum force, we expected a 5% decline in maximum force.  This 

assures a final fatigued value of 60% MVE after 16 minutes of exercise.  If the recorded force 

decayed less than 4.5% during any 2-minute exercise period, then the number of exercise 

repetitions was increased by 2 repetitions per minute.  If the decline in force was greater than 

5.5%, then the number of exercise repetitions was reduced by 2 repetitions per minute.  This 
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assured a continuous and approximately linear fatigue onset.  Detailed description and validation 

of the fatigue protocol is described in Davidson et al (2004).  

 

 

Figure 3.2:  Fatigue Protocol: Subjects were asked to perform dynamic trunk extensions at a rate of 30 

repetitions per minute on a Roman chair.  Fatigue was documented by recording the change in maximum 

trunk extension strength throughout the exercise protocol.  Once strength declined to 60% of the unfatigued 

level, the stability assessment was repeated. 

 

Immediately following the fatigue protocol, the subjects repeated the dynamic stability 

assessment.  The stability assessment protocol was identical to the protocol performed prior to 

fatigue, but there was no rest between trials so as to avoid fatigue recovery.  Pilot studies 

indicated that there could be partial recovery after 4 trials of the stability assessment.  Therefore, 

the subjects repeated the fatigue protocol after 4 trials of stability assessment.  The re-fatigue was 

performed until the MVE force declined to less than 60% MVE.  After completing the remainder 

of the stability measurement tasks, trunk extension MVE was again recorded to document fatigue 

at the end of the stability assessment.   
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Analysis 

Stability was quantified from the maximum finite-time Lyapunov exponent, i.e., time-dependent 

expansion rate of kinematic variance.  Kinematic data were filtered with a 10 Hz, low-pass, 2
nd

-

order Butterworth filter in preparation for calculation of dynamic stability.  Nonlinear techniques 

often do not filter raw data to avoid removing physical artifact.  However, the natural frequency 

of torso dynamics is approximately 1 Hz (Moorhouse and Granata, 2005), so torso movement 

artifact at frequencies greater than 10 Hz are attributable to noise and thereby removed from the 

signal.  The first five and last five cycles of each trial were removed so as to focus on the steady-

state dynamic movements.  The data were re-sampled to 6000 data points per 20 movement 

cycles so that each cycle had a mean value of 300 data points.  However, note that this re-

sampling process retains cycle-to-cycle variation of cycle duration. 

 

Expansion of kinematic variability in one dimension may be compensated by contraction in 

another dimension.  Therefore, stability analyses were performed on a time signal representing 

the Euclidean norm of the three Euler angles at each time interval.  This resulted in a one-

dimensional time-series vector of kinematics data, x(t).  However, the system under 

consideration must be represented with a number of dimensions „n‟ sufficient to represent the 

complete dynamics of the task (Takens, 1981). An n-dimensional Euclidean space, Y(t), can be 

created by reconstructing the dynamics of a system from the single time-series vector by the 

method of delays,  

 Y(t) = [x(t), x(t+Td), x(t+2Td). . . x(t+(n-1)·Td)]    (3.1) 

where Td is a constant time delay (Figure 3.3).  Reconstructed dynamics represent information 

associated with previously unmeasured state dimensions of the complex system.  The 

reconstruction delay, Td, was estimated using the Average Mutual Information function (Fraser 

and Swinney, 1986a). This provides an appropriate time delay such that the information 

contained in vectors x(t) and x(t+Td) are maximally uncorrelated (Rosenstein et al., 1994). Based 

upon these results, a constant delay of Td = 200 msec was used to ensure that all trials were 

treated similarly.  The embedding dimension, n, was determined from a Global False Nearest 

Neighbors analysis (Kennel and Isabelle, 1992a).  This method incrementally increases the 

embedding dimension until the number of trajectory intersections is a minimum (England and 
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Granata, 2006).  We found that an average embedding dimension for the analyzed data was n = 

6.  This indicates that we need at least 6 state variables (three lumbar angles and three angular 

velocities) to describe the complete dynamics of the torso movements in the present study.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.3:  Reconstructed dynamics of repetitive torso flexion represented in 3 dimensions with Td = 200 

msec.  Although the movement data were analyzed with n=6, for purposes of demonstration, an embedding 

dimension of three is the largest that can be illustrated. 

 

The largest Lyapunov exponent λMax was used to quantify and compare the local dynamic 

stability of the repetitive trunk movement represented in the reconstructed state-space matrix, 

Y(t).  Local perturbations to a system cause displacements between kinematic trajectories.  For 

every data point on a given trajectory (movement cycle), there is a data point on another 

trajectory that lies closest to it in the n-dimensional state-space.  These are defined as nearest 

neighbors and will approach each other in time if the system is stable.  The distance between 

each pair of nearest neighbors, di(t), was recorded for all data points i = 1…p.  Kinematic 

dispersion can be measured by noting the change in distance di(t) to di(t+Δt) as the trajectories 

moved forward in time by Δt.  Two randomly selected neighboring trajectories diverge at a rate 

described by the largest Lyapunov exponent, λMax (Rosenstein et al., 1993). Therefore, the 
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maximum Lyapunov exponent was approximated as the slope of the linear best-fit line created 

by the equation 

 ‹ ln{di(t+Δt) / di(t)} › = λMax Δt          (3.2) 

The term ‹ ln{di(t+Δt) / di(t)} › represents the logarithmic of dispersion from di(t) averaged 

across all pairs of nearest neighbors, i (Figure 3.3).  The slope of this line is λMax and quantifies 

the mean rate of divergence of initially neighboring trajectories along the least stable dimension.  

λMax was recorded for each experimental trial.  

 

Statistical analyses examined the effect of fatigue, asymmetry, and lower-limb constraint on the 

dependent variables of λMax and embedding dimension, n.  Preliminary analyses revealed no 

significant gender differences in λMax (p = 0.960).  Therefore, data were pooled across gender.  

The remaining independent variables were treated as within-subject effects in a repeated 

measures analysis of variance (ANOVA).  Analyses were performed using commercial software 

(Statsoft, Inc., Tulsa, OK) using a significance level of  < 0.05.  

 

Results 

Fatigue was characterized by the decline in maximum voluntary exertion recorded during 

isometric trunk extension tasks.  The mean MVE force (± standard deviation) of all the subjects 

after the first fatigue protocol was 64.24 ±3.92% of the unfatigued trunk extension strength.  

Following the fatigue protocol, 4 stability assessment trials were performed and the MVE trunk 

extension strength was then re-tested.  A significant strength recovery was observed after these 4 

stability trials (p = 0.0001, F (1, 9) = 52.890).  The mean of the MVE force after 4 trials was 

75.01 ±4.26%.  At this time, subjects were re-fatigued, after which they completed the remaining 

4 stability assessment trials.  After the final stability trial, a significant recovery was again noted 

(p = 0.0001, F (1, 9) = 49.726).  The MVE force after these final stability assessments was 73.05 

±5.13%.  Therefore, we are confident that the protocol successfully maintained a level of fatigue 

equivalent to at least 25% decrement in trunk extension strength throughout the post-fatigue 

stability assessments. 
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The average embedding dimension was n = 6.00 ± 0.91.  This value was used for reconstruction 

of the state-space and calculation of the maximum finite-time Lyapunov exponent.  However, the 

embedding dimension for the recorded trials ranged from 3 to 7, indicating that some conditions 

contained greater dynamic complexity than others (Table 3.2).  The main effect of fatigue 

significantly influenced the embedding dimension (p = 0.041, F (1, 9) = 5.709).  The embedding 

dimension of the dynamic movements before fatigue, n = 6.18 ±0.91, was greater than after 

fatigue, n = 5.83 ±0.88 (Figure 3.4).  This indicated reduced dynamic complexity with fatigue.  

However, a trend was observed in the fatigue by lower-limb constraint interaction (p = 0.082, F 

(1, 9) = 3.830).  Post-hoc analyses suggest that the fatigue effects on embedding dimension may 

be limited to conditions wherein subjects were fixed to the pelvic restraint structure (p = 0.037).  

In this condition the number of embedding dimensions was greater before fatigue, n = 6.38 ± 

0.93, than after the fatiguing exercises, n = 5.78 ±1.00.  When the flexion task was performed 

without lower-limb constraint, the embedding dimension was not significantly affected by 

fatigue (p = 0.943).  

 

Dynamic stability of the torso was estimated from maximum Lyapunov exponents.  Large values 

of λMax indicate less stable control of movement.  λMax was significantly influenced by the main 

effect of fatigue (p = 0.005, F (1, 9) = 13.950).  The mean kinematic rate of expansion before 

fatigue was λMax = 0.87 ±0.12.  After the fatigue protocol it was 0.94 ±0.11, indicating poorer 

stability when fatigued (Figure 3.5).  There was no significant main effect of asymmetry 

(p=0.317, F (1, 9) = 1.124) or lower-limb constraint (p=0.282, F (1, 9) = 1.308).  Contrary to our 

second hypothesis, there was no significant interaction between fatigue and asymmetry.  

However, a significant interaction between asymmetry and lower-limb constraint was observed 

(p = 0.047, F (1, 9) = 5.270).  When the movement was isolated to the torso and arms, 

asymmetric tasks were associated with a smaller λMax = 0.90 ±0.15 than symmetric tasks, 0.94 ± 

0.14 (p = 0.053).  Furthermore, λMax for the symmetric movements with lower-limb constraint, 

0.94 ± 0.14, was greater (p = 0.017) than symmetric movements without lower-limb constraint, 

0.89 ± 0.10. 
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Table 3.2: Statistical table for embedding dimension (n) and largest Lyapunov exponent (λMax).  

Numbers represent the type I statistical error, i.e., p-value.  Significant effects (p<0.05) are 

highlighted in bold.  Three-way interactions were not statistically significant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4:  The embedding dimension ‘n’ indicates the dynamic complexity of the process.  The number of 

embedding dimensions ‘n’ decreased with fatigue. (The errors bars are the standard deviations of the mean.) 
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Fatigue 5.709 0.041 13.950 0.005 
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Asymmetry 0.109 0.749 1.124 0.317 

Fatigue x Constraint 3.830 0.082 0.457 0.516 

Fatigue x Asymmetry 0.159 0.708 1.103 0.321 
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Figure 3.5:  Large λMax values indicate poorer stability.  λMax values were greater for the fatigued 

movements than for the unfatigued movements. (The errors bars are the standard deviations of the mean.) 

 

Discussion 

Workplace and personal factors that affect spinal load and stability contribute to mechanisms of 

biomechanical risk.  Damage to the spine occurs when biomechanical loads exceed injury 

tolerance.  Spinal loads during occupational lifting tasks are recognized as an important 

biomechanical risk factor for low back pain (Norman et al., 1998).  Fatigue causes muscle 

recruitment to shift from the paraspinal muscles to more laterally situated muscles of the torso, 

but it remains unclear how this influences spinal load (Sparto and Parnianpour, 1998; Van Dieen 

and Heijblom, 1996).  However, spinal load must be considered with respect to the loading 

tolerance.  Multi-segment structural loading tolerance of the spine is measured in terms of its 

stable buckling load (Bergmark, 1989a).  If spinal load exceeds this stability threshold then the 

spine cannot maintain its alignment (Crisco and Panjabi, 1992; Crisco et al., 1992) and a small 

disturbance or muscle recruitment error would cause brief uncontrolled intervertebral movement 

(Panjabi, 1992b).  This may cause passive tissue strain injury and/or nerve-root impingement.  

Therefore, biomechanical tolerance to spinal overload injury can be attributed, in part, to the 
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ability of the neuromuscular system to maintain spinal stability.  Fatigue influences the 

neuromuscular control factors that contribute to spinal stability (Hagbarth et al., 1995; Sparto 

and Parnianpour, 1998).  Moreover, recruitment errors associated with fatigue may contribute to 

disturbance perturbations that precipitate unstable intervertebral movement.  However, methods 

to empirically test the hypothesis that fatigue affects stability have only recently been developed. 

 

Rosenstein et al. (1993) developed a method to calculate the maximum Lyapunov exponent, 

λMax, from experimental time-series data.  This nonlinear dynamic analysis has previously been 

used to quantify dynamic stability of walking (Dingwell and Cusumano, 2000).  In 

measurements of walking, λMax increases with subjective fatigue assessment (Yoshino et al., 

2004).  These nonlinear analyses can also be used to quantify the stability of the torso during 

dynamic movements (Granata and England, 2006) but the effects of fatigue have not been tested.  

The Lyapunov exponent represents the rate at which kinematic disturbances change with time.  

Clearly, the trunk flexion movements remained stable because the subjects successfully 

completed the experimental tasks.  Therefore, during repetitive torso movements the stabilizing 

neuro-control system will cause the dynamics to be attracted toward the reference movement 

trajectory.  This guarantees that the sum of Lyapunov exponents was less than zero, i.e. n-

dimensional volume of kinematic dispersion contracts with time.  However, while disturbances 

are attenuated in one dimension, they may grow in another as noted by positive values of λMax.  

These unstable dimensions may be characterized as a member of the uncontrolled manifold 

(Scholz and Schoner, 1999).  Specifically, the neuromuscular controller does not need to assure 

stability in all of the dynamic movement dimensions to achieve stability of the repetitive task 

(Nayfeh and Balachandran, 1995).  In fact, theoretical analyses suggest that optimal neuro-motor 

behaviour may allow kinematic variance in uncontrolled dimensions (Todorov and Jordan, 

2002). Results suggest that the number of controlled dimensions was affected by fatigue. 

 

The number of embedding dimensions decreased with fatigue of the trunk extensor muscles.  

Simple dynamical systems can be described with few state dimensions.  Conversely, a larger 

number of embedding dimensions are required to describe complex dynamic systems: i.e. the 

number of state variables of a system increases with the dimensions.  The average integer value 
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of state dimensions, n=6.0, agrees with previous measurements of torso dynamics (Granata and 

England, 2006).  It suggests that the dynamic state at any instant in time requires a set of three 

lumbar angles and three angular velocities.  Hence, sagittal plane dynamic analyses overlook 

important mechanical coupling.  Fatigue appears to influence this coupling.  When the extensor 

muscles were fatigued, the reduction of embedding dimensions indicates the reduction in 

complexity of the system (Figure 3.4).  This may simplify the control of fatigued movements 

because systems with less complexity are intuitively easier to control.  This effect may be 

explained by changes in muscle recruitment.  When the paraspinal muscles become fatigued the 

recruitment shifts to greater co-activation of the lateral torso muscles to generate the trunk 

extension movement (Van Dieen and Heijblom, 1996).  The oblique line-of-action of these 

muscles clearly provides the capacity to couple sagittal with lateral and axial control. 

Recruitment of these muscles as a consequence of fatigue may have resulted in constraining the 

torso movements to a lower dimensional state space causing the reduction in embedding 

dimension.  However analyses were limited to integer dimensions.  Fractal dimensions are often 

observed in nonlinear dynamic systems indicating deterministic chaos and strange attractor 

stability (Nayfeh and Balachandran, 1995).  In fact, fractal dimensions are common in 

physiologic signals and provide predictive risk assessment (Goldberger et al., 2002).  Further 

analyses should investigate the fractal characteristics of torso dynamics and its association with 

fatigue.  

 

The maximum Lyapunov exponent, λMax, increased with fatigue.  This suggests that the torso 

was less stable after the fatiguing protocol than during unfatigued measurements.  The result 

agrees with the hypothesis.  This effect may be attributed to previously reported fatigue-related 

changes in open-loop recruitment and changes in feedback neuro-control.  However, results are 

limited to the interpretation of the λMax coefficient.  Specifically, the maximum Lyapunov 

exponent, λMax, characterizes the maximum time-rate of expansion for the n-dimensional volume 

that describes kinematic variability.  In other words, this value represents the least stable aspect 

of the movement dynamics (Rosenstein et al., 1993).  Recognizing that kinematic dispersion of 

the i
th

 principal axis is proportional to e
λit

, the positive values of λi quickly dominate the system 

dynamics.  Unfortunately, current mathematical techniques do not permit us to determine the 
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direction of the least stable axis of movement.  The results cannot guarantee that the least stable 

dimensions were along the same axes in fatigued and unfatigued conditions.  For example, it is 

reasonable that the least stable dimension during symmetric unfatigued movements may exist 

along the twisting axis of the torso; whereas increased lateral muscle recruitment may improve 

axial control and the least stable dimension in fatigued conditions may have been aligned with 

the sagittal flexion axis.  Moreover, the least stable direction may change with flexion angle 

throughout the dynamic movement trajectory.  We hope to pursue further studies that will 

attempt to identify the local vector characteristics of instabilities thereby providing potential 

insight into the weakest control direction.  Nonetheless, results demonstrate that the ability of the 

neuromuscular system to attenuate kinematic errors is impaired by fatigue of the trunk extensor 

muscles. 

 

Contrary to our second hypothesis task asymmetry did not influence the fatigue-related change in 

stability. There were no significant main effects of task asymmetry.  This was in contrast to our 

previous studies wherein movements in the mid-sagittal plane were less stable than when moving 

in a combined sagittal and twist trajectory (Granata and England, 2006). However, the 

asymmetric movement protocols in these two studies were different.  Specifically, the 

asymmetric movement in the current protocol required touching a target in the mid-sagittal 

plane, whereas previous experimental designs placed the target to the left or right of the mid-

sagittal plane.  Moreover, in previous studies lower-limb constraint was imposed in all 

experimental conditions by strapping subject‟s legs and pelvis to a rigid structure so as to limit 

movement solely to the torso and arms.  In this regard, results from the current study agree with 

previous analyses.  A significant interaction between asymmetry and lower-limb constraint was 

observed in the current results.  When the movement was isolated to the torso and arms there was 

a trend wherein asymmetric tasks were more stable than symmetric tasks.  No effect of 

asymmetry was observed when subjects were free standing.  This interaction indicates that 

dynamic coupling between the legs and torso contributes to the control of stability in asymmetric 

movements.  Similarly, pair-wise analyses of embedding dimension revealed that fatigue-related 

changes in dynamic complexity were observed only if the legs were constrained.  Future studies 

should investigate the dynamic coupling and control between the lower-limbs and torso stability. 
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Results provide insight into the mechanisms of fatigue, but limitations of the experimental design 

and analyses must be considered.  The protocol rapidly introduced a very high level of fatigue.  

The protocol caused isometric MVE strength reduction to 60% of unfatigued strength within 16 

minutes of exercise.  This was done to investigate the fundamental hypotheses of fatigue and 

stability.  However, workplace tasks are more likely to produce lower levels of fatigue over long 

time durations, e.g., accumulation of fatigue throughout an eight-hour work shift.  Extrapolation 

of results to workplace conditions requires further experimental studies.  Similarly, the 

experimental protocol was a single task, paced movement without a load in the hands.  Manual 

materials‟ handling often requires multiple task components with a lifted load in the hands.  

Moreover, previous analyses showed that movement pace influences stability (Dingwell and 

Marin, 2006; Granata and England, 2006).  The dynamic analyses can be extended to investigate 

multiple component movement patterns.  The effect of lifting a box must be considered for a 

range of lifted weights.  Small variations in embedding dimension, n, and time delay, Td, were 

observed in each trial.  However, the analyses implemented n = 6 and Td=200 msec to assure 

consistent interpretation of every trial.  Treating these parameters as trial-dependent co-factors 

may provide further information content when assessing dynamic stability using λMax.  Evidence 

suggests that fatigue influences muscle recruitment.  However, the present study did not 

investigate empirically the changes in muscle recruitment patterns due to lumbar fatigue.  

     

In conclusion, fatigue of the trunk extensor muscles has been identified as a risk factor for low 

back injury (Biering-Sorensen, 1984; Luoto et al., 1995).  Theoretical analyses suggest that the 

mechanism of this risk may be related to stability (Granata et al., 2004).  Spinal instability is a 

common clinical condition associated with low back pain (Pope and Panjabi, 1985) wherein an 

unstable spine is susceptible to intersegmental hypermobility and tissue strain injury (Panjabi, 

1992b).  Results demonstrate that fatigue of the trunk extensor muscles impairs the 

neuromuscular stabilizing control of dynamic torso movement.  Further studies must be 

conducted to examine whether torso and spinal stability can be used as a risk factor for 

discrimination and prediction of low back pain. 
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Chapter 4 – Biomechanical Modeling 

 

The human musculoskeletal system is complex and often requires invasive methods to study its 

biomechanics.  To avoid unethical invasive methods, mathematical biomechanics models are 

often used to study musculoskeletal systems.  The first part of this chapter gives a brief history of 

past biomechanical models.  The last part introduces the reader to the background of 

mathematical modeling.   

 

Biomechanical Models 

Biomechanical models are built using two methods, forward dynamics methods and inverse 

dynamics methods.  Forward dynamics models take assumed forces and moments to predict the 

kinematics of the system.  Such models help researchers study mechanisms that are impossible to 

test through in vivo testing (Potvin, 2008; Winter, 2005).  Inverse dynamics models use known 

kinematics and anthropometric data to estimate the internal forces (Winter, 2005).  The forward 

dynamics method is rarely used in the study of trunk biomechanics due to the complex nature of 

its structure.  Most of the trunk models in the literature are inverse dynamics models.  The 

following sections briefly present some of the previous models of the torso.   

 

Early models 

One of the early mathematical models was developed in (Schultz et al., 1982) to estimate the 

imposed loads on the lumbar structure and the internal lumbar muscle forces while performing 

various tasks.  They used 6 equations and non-mechanical distribution laws to determine forces.  

Later, (Bergmark, 1989b) built a 3-D model with 6 rigid bodies (5 lumbar vertebrae and the 

thorax) and 18 degrees of freedom.  The muscles were modelled as straight lines.  The model 

studied the minimum intrinsic stiffness required for spinal stability.  The study found that the 

minimum intrinsic stiffness required for stability is 40.   
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Gardner-Morse et al. (1995b) developed a model with 36 degrees of freedom (6 dof for each rigid 

body).  The thorax and pelvis were modelled as rigid bodies.  The 5 lumbar vertebrae and the 

intervertebral discs were modelled as 11 beams with 6 intervertebral joints.  Each joint was given 

6 degrees of freedom.  132 muscles fascicles were modelled as straight lines.  The model 

estimated muscle forces for maximum extension efforts using linear optimization.  The maximum 

displacements were limited to 5mm and 5
o
.   

 

Cholewicki and McGill (1996) developed a 3D trunk model with 7 rigid bodies: 5 lumbar 

vertebrae, a thorax, and a pelvis.  The pelvis was constrained from moving.  The intervertebral 

discs were modelled as lumped parameter discs with 3 rotational stiffnesses corresponding to 3 

axes.  Each intervertebral joint was given 3 rotational degrees of freedom, such that the total 

model had 18 degrees of freedom.  The translations between the vertebrae were constrained to be 

zero.  The model had 90 muscles with intermediate nodes in addition to origins and insertions to 

account for the curved lines of action.  The kinematics for the model were taken from 

experimental data.  Different dynamic tasks were analyzed in this study.  However, each task was 

analyzed as a succession of static postures.  EMG data was used with an optimization algorithm to 

find muscle activations at various postures, ensuring equilibrium kinematics at every posture. 

 

Recent models 

Shirazi-Adl et al. (2002) built two models, a detailed model using computer assisted tomography 

of a cadaver specimen and a simplified beam-rigid body model.  The results of the simplified 

model were in agreement with those of the detailed model.  In this model, the kinematics were 

also optimized along with muscle forces using a minimization approach.  The translations 

between the vertebrae were taken into account. However, this study included only postural 

analysis, not a dynamic analysis.   

 

Franklin and Granata (2007) investigated an inverse dynamic model similar to Cholewicki and 

McGill‟s with 7 rigid bodies and 18 degrees of freedom.  The muscle model used was also similar 

to that of Cholewicki and McGill.  Optimization was used to solve for muscle activations by 
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minimizing the metabolic power while linear stability was ensured.  This study investigated how 

muscle recruitment patterns affect the reflex delay for certain prescribed stable kinematics.  It also 

developed a similar forward dynamics model to examine the effect of reflex delays on muscle 

recruitment patterns and spinal stability.  Again, this study did not investigate the large dynamic 

angular movements of the trunk. 

 

Zeinali-Davarani et al. (2008) modelled the lumbar spine as a 3D inverted pendulum constrained 

at its base with a ball and socket joint, with three rotational degrees of freedom.  48 muscles were 

used in this study and the muscle model was similar to that of Cholewicki and McGill.  The 

model was used to simulate 60
o
 flexion movement.  The model used two processes, a feed-

forward process (inverse dynamics) and a feed-back process (forward dynamics).  In the feed-

forward process, the muscle activations and the joint torque were calculated for the prescribed 

kinematics using static optimization.  In the feed-back process, the kinematics were computed for 

given muscle spindle reflexes.  The feed-forward process was used to predict the muscle 

activation with and without the stability constraints.  This model estimated the activation patterns 

of flexor and extensor muscles during trunk flexion. 

 

Bazrgari et al. (2008) built a kinematics-driven finite element model to evaluate the effects of the 

velocity of free flexion-extension movements on muscle forces and spinal loads.  The model was 

sagittaly symmetric with T1-S1 motion segments and 56 muscles, and assumed constant shear 

between the vertebrae.  The motion segments were represented by nonlinear deformable beams.  

The measured kinematics of one flexion-extension movement from the experiments were used to 

calculate the muscle forces while minimizing the cost function, which was the sum of the cubed 

muscle forces.  This study showed that the effect of inertial forces on reaction forces was higher 

in the faster movements when compared to the slower movements.  The faster movements 

exhibited higher muscle activation levels and spinal loads.  The faster movements had 

considerable abdominal activity at the onset of flexion.  There was no abdominal activity at the 

onset of slower movements; instead, abdominal activity was observed at larger flexion angles.  

The spinal loads increased from T12 to S1, being highest at the L5-S1 joint.  The shearing 

between the vertebrae was kept constant in this study.   
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Except for two of the models, the previous models used pure rotational dynamics.  Even the 

studies that considered axial translations ignored the shearing between the vertebrae.  Moreover, 

except for two, most of the models were used for postural analyses or small-perturbation 

analyses.  As mentioned before, the majority of low back disorders occur due to dynamic tasks, 

and it is necessary to study spine mechanics in the dynamic sense.  

 

Muscle Forces 

Muscle forces play a major role in spine mechanics.  The muscular structure of the trunk 

provides mechanical support to the spine to avoid lateral and sagittal buckling (Bergmark 1989).   

The ligamentous thoracic spine without muscular structure typically has a critical load around 

20N, while the lumbar spine has a critical load around 80N (Crisco and Panjabi, 1991).  

However, the human spine can bear loads as large as twice the body weight with the help of the 

muscular structure (Crisco and Panjabi, 1991).  Crisco and Panjabi (1991) also showed that 

stability of spine cannot be achieved without muscles.   

 

In experimental studies, muscle forces are estimated using surface EMGs.  However, surface 

EMG can only measure activation levels of the trunk muscles that are close to the skin surface, 

and also may have estimation errors (Staudenmann et al., 2007).  Moreover, a single muscle or 

muscle group does not contribute sufficiently to achieve spinal stability; the combined 

contribution of a number of trunk muscles is required to maintain spinal stability (Cholewicki 

and VanVliet, 2002).  Hence, it is important to study all the muscle groups that influence the 

trunk mechanics.  Mathematical modeling helps one to estimate various muscle forces.  In the 

current model, 90 trunk muscles are included and their internal forces are estimated.   

 

Many past studies estimated trunk muscle forces for flexion-extension movements (Cholewicki 

and McGill, 1996; Dolan and Adams, 1993).  However, these studies estimated isometric muscle 

forces.  Small changes in posture can influence muscle forces and spinal loads (Shirazi-Adl et al., 
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2005).  Also, evidence shows that at large flexed angles, trunk muscle forces play a major role in 

stabilizing the spine, compared to passive tissues (Kong et al., 1996).  While performing 

dynamic tasks, the vertebral positions continuously change, and it is necessary to understand the 

changes in muscles forces during a dynamic movement.  Recently, two models investigated the 

dynamic muscle forces (Bazrgari et al., 2008; Zeinali-Davarani et al., 2008), as described earlier 

in this chapter.  
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Chapter 5 - Methods of Simulation Study 

 

Skeletal Model 

The model represents the spine as a system consisting of 6 rigid bodies.  The 6 bodies are 5 

lumbar vertebrae (L5, L4, L3, L2, and L1) and the thorax (thoracic and cervical spine, i.e., T12-

C1 vertebrae).  The physical geometry of the complete system is similar to a lumped mass system 

with 6 rigid bodies stacked on a pelvis (Cholewicki and McGill, 1996), as shown in Figure 5.1.  

Each body has 3 degrees of freedom.  The kinematics of each are represented by one rotational 

and two translational degrees of freedom in the sagittal plane, which are measured in the body-

fixed coordinate system.  The global coordinate system is fixed at the pelvis.  The origins of the 

local coordinate systems are based at the centers of the bottom end plate of each rigid body. The 

z-axis is orthogonal to the transverse plane, pointing upward; the y-axis is orthogonal to the 

frontal plane and points in the anterior direction; the x-axis is orthogonal to the sagittal plane, 

pointing to the right.  Each vertebra is modelled as a disc with elliptical cross section, as described 

in Franklin and Granata (2007).  Facet joints are ignored to reduce the complexity of the model.   

 

Figure 5.1: Sagittal plane representation of rigid body model in the upright position 
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Kinematics 

The kinematic vectors are estimated from recorded experimental data of the flexion and 

extension task experiments and optimization.  The experimental data provide the sagittal plane 

angles of the lower back and thorax.  The rotations of each vertebra are calculated as certain 

percentages of the lumbar angle (McGill and Norman, 1986).  They are calculated as shown in 

equation 5.1.  Then finite differences are used to obtain the velocity and acceleration vectors of 

angular displacements as shown in equation 5.2.  The translations of each vertebra are calculated 

with the aid of optimization.  

 

The equations of motion for the model are obtained using Lagrange's equations.  The detailed 

description is given in the following section.  The equations of motion give 18 equations with 63 

unknowns (45 unknowns in muscle activations and 12 unknowns in translational displacements).  

An optimization routine is used to find the unknown kinematics vectors that satisfy the 

developed equations of motion.  Constrained optimization is used such that the translational 

displacements fall in the physiological range reported in a previous study (Sun et al., 2004).  The 

translational displacements that are obtained from this method are essentially the displacements 

of an upper body with respect to the lower body in the local coordinate system of the lower body. 

 

           (5.1) 

where i = sagittal angle of i
th

 vertebra 

xi = proportion of flexion attributed to the i
th

 vertebra (0.132 to L1 and L2; 0.210 to L3; 0.290 to 

L4; 0.236 to L5)  

LA = lumbar angle 

       

  ,             (5.2) 

where Δt = tj+1 – tj = tj – tj-1 and an overdot denotes differentiation with respect to time.  
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Since the rotations of the vertebrae are restricted to the sagittal plane, the angles of each vertebra 

obtained from the above method are measured in the global coordinate system with the origin on 

the stationary pelvis.  The coordinates of the origins of each body are defined as follows.  

 

Origin of pelvis (the global coordinate system) O = Orp = {0,0,0} 

Origin of L5 vertebra Or5 = Orp + {0, y5, z5} 

Origin of L4 vertebra Or4 = Or5 + {0,y4, z4 + h5}*R5 

Origin of L3 vertebra Or3 = Or4 + {0,y3, z3 + h4}*R4                                                                                      

(5.3) 

Origin of L2 vertebra Or2 = Or3 + {0,y2, z2 + h3}*R3 

Origin of L1 vertebra Or1 = Or2 + {0,y1, z1 + h2}*R2 

Origin of torso Or0 = Or1 + {0,y0, z0 + h1}*R1 

where hi is the height of the i
th

 vertebra and Ri is the rotation matrix of coordinate system of the i
th

 

vertebra and is given as  , where θi is the sagittal angle of the i
th

 

vertebra. 

 

The schematic illustration of kinematic measurements is shown in Figure 5.2 with an example of 

the L4 vertebral kinematics with respect to the L5 vertebra.  
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Figure 5.2: Representation of kinematic of 4th lumbar vertebra: the kinematics of L4 vertebra are measured 

in local coordinate system fixed at Or5 on L5 vertebra 

  

Intervertebral Discs 

The viscoelastic behavior of intervertebral discs (IVDs) is modelled using 3 springs and 3 

dampers.  The model has 2 translational springs and 1 torsional spring and the same type of 

dampers, associated with the 3 degrees of freedom in the sagittal plane.  The torsional spring and 

damper account for the moment in the IVD due to sagittal plane rotation about the X - axis.  The 2 

translational springs and dampers account for the forces in the IVD due to axial compression and 

shear.  Figure 5.3 shows a schematic illustration of the IVD model with axial, shearing, and 

torsional springs.  The stiffness of the axial spring, kt, is taken as 200N/mm (Izambert et al., 

2003; Vresilovic et al., 2006), and for the shear spring ks is taken as 150N/mm (Costi et al., 2008; 

Gardner-Morse and Stokes, 2004).  The rotational stiffness kr is taken as 50 Nm/rad (Stokes et al., 

2002).  However, these studies did not report damping coefficients.  One study (Izambert et al., 

2003) investigated the damping coefficients.  According to this study, at low-frequency 

oscillations the damping coefficients were less than the stiffness by approximately 2 orders of 

magnitude.  Hence the damping coefficients for axial, shear, and rotational dampers are taken as 
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2Ns/mm, 1.5Ns/mm, and 0.5Ns/m-rad, respectively.  The energy associated with an IVD is given 

by   

  







 22

2

1

2

1
iiriiiivd lCllKE            (5.4) 

where Ki are the spring stiffnesses of the 3 springs,  Ci are the damping coefficients of the 3 

dampers, li are the relative displacements between 2 vertebral end plates, lri are the rest 

lengths/rotation of the springs, and an overdot denotes differentiation with respect to time.  The 

process of calculating the relative displacements and IVD spring rest lengths/rotations is 

described in the following pages.  

 

    

 

Figure 5.3: IVD model with axial, shearing, and torsional springs (dampers are not included for better 

visualization) 

 

The shearing and translations of the IVD are measured as described in (Cholewicki and McGill, 

1992).  The motion of the upper vertebra is calculated relative to the lower vertebra.  As shown 

in Figure 5.4, the shear deformation is measured using the component of LU along the Xd- axis, 

and axial deformation is measured using the component of LU along the Yd-axis that is 

orthogonal to the Xd - axis.  The Xd -axis is taken such that it bisects the angle „A‟ formed by the 

end plates of the two vertebrae.  The rest lengths of the IVD springs are not available in the 
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literature.  The following procedure is used to find the rest lengths of the IVD springs.  The 

equilibrium equations for the spine model in the standing posture are developed without any 

muscle or external forces.  This gives 18 equations with 18 unknowns, the unknowns being the 

rest lengths and angles of the springs that are used to model the IVDs.  This procedure is justified 

by calculating the compressive loads on the IVDs from these rest length values for the standing 

posture.  The compressive loads are in the physiological range reported in the literature.  The 

procedure will now be described in detail.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Shear and axial translations of IVD: the component of LU on Yd axis is axial translation and the 

component of LU on Xd axis is the shear translation. Xd axis bisects the angle A and Yd axis is perpendicular to 

Xd axis 

 

Analytical description of IVD energies and rest length calculations: 

IVD axial displacement ly = LU*sin(q) 

IVD shear displacement lx = LU*cos(q)                                        

(5.5) 
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where LU = OU-OL  

where  OU is the vector of the origin of the upper rigid body of the IVD and  OL is given as  OL 

= Ori + {0,0,hi}Ri   where Ori, hi, and Ri are the origin, height, and rotation matrix corresponding 

to the lower vertebra of the IVD, respectively.  

 

To find the angle „q‟:   

Angle A = θj – θi    

where θi and θj are the sagittal angles of the i
th 

(lower) and j
th

 (upper) vertebrae in the global 

coordinate system, respectively.  

Angle ‘q’ = π – (A/2 + b)   

Angle „b‟ between the LU and yj vectors is given by the inverse cosine of the dot product of the 

unit vectors in the directions of these two vectors.  

 

The potential energy and damping energy associated with an IVD are given by: 
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                                     (5.6) 

 

where lyr, lxr, and θr are the rest length of the translational spring, the rest length of the shearing 

spring, and the rest angle of the torsional spring, respectively, and the overdot represents the time 

derivative.  For the IVD between the pelvis and the L5 vertebra, θi = 0.  

 

To find the rest lengths from the equilibrium position: 

Kinetic energy: 

                                                                     (5.7) 
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where  are the velocities of the centers of mass of the rigid bodies,  

 are the angular velocities of the rigid bodies, and mi and Igi are the mass and inertia 

matrices of the rigid bodies, respectively. 

Potential energy:
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          (5.8) 

where Hi is the height of the center of mass of the i
th

 rigid body measured with the pelvis (origin 

of the global coordinate system) as the datum.  

Damping energy:   

                                              (5.9)

  

 

The IVD lengths lxi and lyi and their corresponding derivatives are functions of the state variables.  

States    555111000555111000 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, zyzyzyzyzyzyq    

where the subscript „0’ represents the torso‟s state variable and the numbered subscripts 

represent the number of the lumbar vertebra.  

 

Then   gives 18 linear equations in 18 unknowns (the rest lengths of the IVDs). 

Solving these equations gives the IVD rest lengths (Appendix C).  
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 Muscle Model 

The muscle model that is adopted here is the one used by Cholewicki and McGill (1996) and 

Franklin and Granata (2007).  The muscle element that generates the tension in the muscle by 

shortening or lengthening the muscle is called the contractile element (Winter, 2005).  This 

contractile element is surrounded by passive muscle tissue.  The force-length and force-velocity 

characteristics of muscle are affected by both the contractile element and the passive tissue 

(Winter, 2005).  In the current study, a Hill-type muscle model (Hill, 1938) is used (Figure 5.5), 

which consists of a contractile element in parallel with a spring and a damper.  This muscle 

model accounts for a steady-state contractile muscle force and viscoelastic behavior of the 

muscle tissue (Franklin and Granata, 2007).  In this study, along with the origin and insertion 

points, the muscles are assigned via points on the vertebral structure to account for muscle 

curvature, unlike Bergmark‟s model.   

 

 

Figure 5.5: Hill-type muscle model with length L and parallel stiffness K and damping C.  K = q F/L, C = b 

F/L, and F = fo α(t) 

 

The force exerted by this muscle model is given by 

      (5.10) 

where  

fo = maximum muscle force, defined as the maximum muscle stress of Fs = 46N/cm
2
 multiplied 

by the muscle cross-sectional area (Gardner-Morse et al., 1995a).  
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α(t) = muscle activation 

q = dimensionless intrinsic muscle stiffness gain (Bergmark, 1989b) 

b = intrinsic muscle damping gain 

Lm = muscle length 

Lmo = muscle rest length 

 

Equation 5.10 gives the tension in each muscle.  The force vector acting at each node of the 

muscle is estimated using the muscle path formula developed by Gao et al. (2002).  The force 

vector acting at a node (or muscle attachment) is estimated as shown in Figure 5.6, with the aid 

of equation 5.11:  

                                         (5.11) 

where V1 = Pi-1 – Pi and V2 = Pi+1 - Pi                             

 

 

Figure 5. 6: Force acting at a node with muscle tension  fm 

 

The model consists of 45 pairs of muscles (Cholewicki and McGill, 1996).  It is believed that 

these 45 pairs of muscles essentially influence the global movement of the torso.  Since the goal 

of the present study is to build a model of flexion and extension movements, it is appropriate to 

just model these sets of muscles.  
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Lagrange's Equations 

The dynamic equations of motion of the trunk are developed using Lagrange's equations.  Each 

body is considered as a rigid body with 3 degrees of freedom.  Hence the system has a total of 18 

degrees of freedom.  The equations of motion are given by 
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                                           (5.12) 

where 

T = kinetic energy 

V = potential energy 

D = Rayleigh's dissipation function 

qi = generalized coordinates 

Qi = generalized forces 

 

The energies and generalized forces are defined as follows:  

         (5.13) 

         (5.14) 
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g = gravity vector    M = mass matrix I=inertia matrix 

K = stiffness matrix    C = damping matrix 

i = DOF (index)    j = body (index) 

k = forces acting on body j (index)  Fjk = force k acting on body j 

rjk = moment arm of force Fjk   vj = linear velocity of the origin of body j 

λj = angular velocity of body j   qi = DOF i 

Qi = generalized forces for DOF i 

 

The potential energy of the system consists of the energy due to gravity and the springs 

connecting the inter-vertebral discs.  The dissipation energy consists of the energy due to the 

dampers between the inter-vertebral discs.  The kinetic energy is the sum of the translational 

kinetic energy due to translational velocity and the rotational energy due to angular velocity.  

The generalized forces consist of muscle forces and moments. The inertia matrix for the 

calculation of the kinetic energy is estimated as follows. 

 

 

Figure 5.7: Vertebra model for moments of inertia 

 

For the inertial properties, each rigid body is modelled as a disc with elliptical cross section as 

shown in Figure 5.7.  The inertia matrix of the i
th

 rigid body about the center of mass is given by 
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                  (5.17)

 

 

Once the rotational kinematics are determined, they are substituted into the equations of motion 

(5.12) to give a system of equations for the unknown muscle activations.  However, these 

equations are not deterministic, with the number of equations being less than the number of 

unknowns.  The muscle activations are estimated with the help of constrained optimization.   

 

Optimization  

Biomechanical models of the spine are often developed to estimate the muscle forces from 

indeterminate equations.  Optimization techniques are commonly used to solve the indeterminate 

equations, which are redundant in muscle activations.  Optimization techniques help one 

calculate the best possible solution, i.e., one that satisfies certain conditions.  Three optimization 

approaches are commonly used in spine biomechanics: 1. mathematical optimization, 2. the 

EMG-assisted approach, and 3. ENG-assisted quadratic optimization (Gagnon et al., 2001).  A 

mathematical optimization technique similar to that used in Franklin and Granata (2007) is 

applied here to compute the time-dependent activation vectors.  The fmincon function 

optimization toolbox of Matlab R2007 is utilized in the optimization routine.  The equations of 

motion provide the equality conditions for the problem (18 equations with 45 unknowns in 

muscle activations).  The inequality condition is that the muscle activations are bound to the 

domain [0,1].  The metabolic power is used as the cost function of the problem and is minimized.  

The metabolic power p(αo) is given by  
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(Anderson and Pandy, 1999; Franklin and Granata, 2007).  This program produces muscle 

activations discretely at each time step of the flexion and extension cycle.  Including a stability 

constraint similar to that in the model of Franklin and Granata (2007) would increase the 

computational time by at least 2 times, and therefore was not included in this study.  The 

optimization routine at each time step of a trial (each trial has 60 time steps) took on average 7 

hours of computational time on an Intel® Core™2  Duo Processor computer with 1GB memory.   

 

Limitations of the model 

The 2-D model described in the previous sections is an important step forward in the field of 

dynamic spine modeling.  However, certain assumptions and some simplified methods are 

employed to address the computational expenses.  The vertebrae are assumed to be rigid bodies 

and the thorax is approximated as one rigid body.  The facet joints are ignored and the vertebrae 

are modeled as cylinders with elliptical cross sections.  The Hill-type muscle model used is a 

linear model even though the dynamic spine is a nonlinear system.  The mathematical 

optimization techniques used in this model produce mechanically valid muscle forces and less 

accurate physiological results compared to EMG-assisted optimization approaches (Gagnon et al., 

2001).   
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Chapter 6 - Estimating Dynamic Muscle Forces of the Torso during Flexion 

and Extension Movements: A Mathematical Simulation 

 

Abstract 

Dynamic tasks involving large-angle trunk movements are one of the major risk factors of low 

back pain.  The goal of this study is to determine the time-dependent muscle forces and spinal 

loads during large-angle flexion-extension movement.  A 2-D sagittal-plane lumped parameter 

model was built.  The kinematic data from one flexion-extension movement was input in the 

model.  Mathematical optimization techniques were used to estimate the muscle forces.  Muscle 

recruitment patterns that minimized the metabolic power while satisfying the 18 equations of 

motions were calculated.  Spinal loads were calculated as the vector sum of the muscle forces 

and the trunk weight.  High abdominal activity was observed at the beginning of flexion and the 

end of extension.  Flexion relaxation was seen at large trunk angles.  The multifidus and psoas 

muscle activations increased with lumbar angle.  The spinal compression loads were highest at 

the onset of flexion, and the shear loads were maximum at large trunk angles.  In conclusion, the 

model was successful in predicting the time-dependent muscle activations patterns and spinal 

loads.  
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Introduction  

Since the beginning of the 21st century, there has been increased emphasis on the dynamic spine 

research.  Lower back mechanics enables the large angular movements of the human torso.  

Occupational dynamic tasks involving complex trunk movements are considered to be risk 

factors for low back disorders.  Such complex dynamic trunk movements affect various elements 

of spine mechanics such as muscle activity, spinal strength, and spinal loads (Davis and Marras, 

2000).  Davis and Marras (2000) concluded that trunk motion might increase muscle coactivity, 

which in turn decreases spinal strength while increasing the spinal loads.   

 

Mathematical Modeling 

Mathematical/computational modeling is a powerful tool to study in vivo spine mechanics.  The 

spine is a complex musculoskeletal system and requires invasive methods to study in vivo 

mechanics (Bogduk et al., 1992).  Biomechanical modeling can be done using forward dynamics 

or inverse dynamics.  In forward dynamics models, assumed internal forces and moments are 

input to predict the system kinematics.  In contrast, with inverse dynamics models the known 

kinematics and anthropometric data are input to estimate the internal forces and moments 

(Winter, 2005).  Franklin and Granata (2007) used forward dynamics to study the effect of 

muscle reflexes on spinal stability.  Since the spine is a complex system with numerous muscle 

groups, skeletal parts, and tissues, inverse dynamics analysis is usually used to model the spine 

(Hansen et al., 2006).     

 

The main purpose of developing mathematical models of the spine is to estimate internal forces 

such as muscle forces and spinal loads that are not easy to measure experimentally.  The surface 

electromyography (EMG) measurements are not capable of measuring all the individual muscle 

forces; EMG measurements can only measure the activation levels of muscle groups that are 

close to the skin surface.  However, mathematical modeling increases the versatility of muscle 

force research.  For example, using kinematic data, anthropometric data, and mechanical 
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properties of the musculoskeletal system, it is possible to quantitatively estimate the forces and 

activation levels in individual muscles of the torso.   

 

Inverse dynamics models of the trunk always result in indeterminate dynamic equations, 

therefore optimization techniques are used to solve for internal forces (Hansen et al., 2006).  

Recently a number of such models of the trunk were built using known kinematics, and muscle 

forces were estimated using optimization routines (Bazrgari and Shirazi-Adl, 2007; Bazrgari et 

al., 2008; Franklin and Granata, 2007; Zeinali-Davarani et al., 2008).  Franklin and Granata 

(2007) used small perturbations to study the effect of muscle reflexes on dynamic stability.  

Zeinali-Davarani et al. (2008) built an inverted pendulum model of the trunk with 3 degrees of 

freedom.  The model was used to estimate muscle recruitment patterns during 60
o
 trunk flexion 

movement.  Bazrgari et al. (2008) developed a finite element model of the trunk to study the 

effect of flexion-extension movement velocity on muscle recruitment.   

 

However, these studies did not include the translational degrees of freedom between the 

vertebrae.  The present model is an attempt to build a rigid body dynamic model in the sagittal 

plane including translational degrees of freedom along with sagittal rotations.  

 

Muscle forces and spinal loads 

Muscle activity increases with trunk motion (Davis and Marras, 2000).  Marras et al. (1987) 

showed that during dynamic lifting, trunk extension dynamics decreases agnostic muscle 

activity.  Conflicting results have been presented about the muscle activities during trunk 

twisting activities (Marras and Granata, 1995; McGill, 1992).  However, these studies did not 

investigate the flexion movements of the torso.  In 2008, two studies investigated muscle 

forces/activations during flexion and extension movements of the torso (Bazrgari et al., 2008; 

Zeinali-Davarani et al., 2008).    The effect of inertial forces is greater in the case of faster 

movements compared to slower movements (Bazrgari et al., 2008).  Acceleration of the trunk 

results in flexor muscle activations, whereas deceleration results in extensor muscle activation 
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during trunk flexion (Zeinali-Davarani et al., 2008).  The muscle forces and spinal loads 

increased with movement velocity during such movements.   

 

The spinal loads are directly related to trunk muscle forces.  The increase in spinal loads beyond 

the safe limit is identified as a risk for developing low back pain (Garg and Kapellusch, 2009; 

Granata and Marras, 1993; Marras and Sommerich, 1991a,b).  Muscle coactivity changes with 

the trunk velocity and acceleration, and increases the spinal loads (Bazrgari et al., 2008; Granata 

and Marras, 1995b).  The dynamic spinal loads were found to be 22.5% to 60 % more than the 

static spinal loads (Marras and Sommerich, 1991a, b).     

 

The main goal of this study is to build a new rigid body model of the torso in the sagittal plane 

with 18 degrees of freedom.  Unlike previous models described in the literature, the current 

model includes the translational degrees of freedom between the vertebrae.  The following 

specific aims are addressed in this study.   

 Specific Aims: 

1. To build a kinematics driven dynamic model of model flexion and extension 

movements with both rotational and translational degrees of freedom.  

2. To estimate the muscle forces and the spinal loads during dynamic flexion-extension 

movements using the new rigid body model of the torso.  

 

Methods 

Model 

The skeletal model of the spine consists of 6 rigid bodies stacked on a stationary pelvis 

(Cholewicki and McGill, 1996; Franklin and Granata, 2007).  The 6 rigid bodies are 5 lumbar 

vertebrae and the thorax (Figure 6.1).  The kinematics of each is represented by 3 degrees of 
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freedom: one rotational degree of freedom about the x axis and two translational degrees of 

freedom along the y and z axes in the sagittal plane.   

 

Figure 6.1: Sagittal plane representation of rigid body model in the upright position: 5 lumbar rigid 

vertebrae and a thorax are stacked on a stationary pelvis 

 

The viscoelastic behavior of each intervertebral disc (IVD) is modeled by 3 springs and dampers: 

one axial spring and damper, one shear spring and damper, and one rotational spring and damper.  

The translational springs and dampers account for the axial and shear forces in the IVDs, and the 

rotational spring and damper account for the IVD moments.  The stiffness of the axial spring, kt, 

is taken as 200N/mm (Izambert et al., 2003; Vresilovic et al., 2006), and for the shear spring, ks is 

taken as 150N/mm (Costi et al., 2008; Gardner-Morse and Stokes, 2004).  The rotational stiffness 

kr is taken as 50 Nm/rad (Stokes et al., 2002).  The damping coefficients for axial, shear, and 

rotational dampers are taken as 2Ns/mm, 1.5Ns/mm, and 0.5Ns/m-rad, respectively.  The axial 

displacement and shearing of the IVD are calculated according to a method described in 

(Cholewicki and McGill, 1992).  The energy in the IVDs is given by  
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where Ki are the spring stiffnesses of the 3 springs,  Ci are the damping coefficients of the 3 

dampers, li are the relative displacements between 2 vertebral end plates, lri are the rest 

lengths/rotations of the springs, and an overdot denotes differentiation with respect to time. 

 

A Hill-type muscle model (Hill, 1938), similar to that of Franklin and Granata (2007) and 

Cholewicki and McGill (1996), is developed.  In this model, along with the origin and insertion 

points, the muscles are assigned via points on the vertebral structure to account for wrapping of 

muscles and muscle curvatures around the anatomical structures.  The current model uses 45 

pairs of muscles (Cholewicki and McGill, 1996).  The model consists of a force generator in 

parallel with a spring and a damper.  The force exerted by a muscle is given by 

    (6.2) 

where  

fo = maximum muscle force, defined as the maximum muscle stress of F = 46N/cm
2
 multiplied 

by the muscle cross-sectional area (Gardner-Morse et al., 1995),  

α(t) = muscle activation, q = dimensionless intrinsic muscle stiffness gain (Bergmark, 1989), 

c = intrinsic muscle damping gain, Lm = muscle length, Lmo = muscle rest length. 

 

Equations of motion 

The 18 equations of motion are developed using Lagrange's Equations.  The kinetic energy is 

computed from linear and angular velocities and masses and moments of inertia of the rigid 

bodies: s 
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The potential energy is computed from the energy due to gravity and the IVD springs:  
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The dissipation energy is obtained as the energy due to the IVD dampers: 

         (6.5) 

The generalized forces are determined as functions of the muscle forces and moments: 

        (6.6)   

where 

g = gravity vector, M = mass matrix, I = inertia matrix, K = stiffness matrix,                               

C = damping matrix, i = DOF (index), j = body (index), k = forces acting on body j (index),     

Fjk = force k acting on body j, rjk = moment arm of force Fj,  vj = linear velocity of the origin of 

body j, ωj = angular velocity of body j, qi = DOF i, Qi = generalized force for DOF i.  

 

Kinematics 

The kinematic data of one flexion-extension movement for 5 subjects from experiments (Granata 

and Gottipati, 2008) are used to estimate the kinematic vectors.  The experimental data provide 

the sagittal plane angles of the lower back and thorax.  The rotations of each vertebra are 

calculated as certain percentages of the lumbar angle (McGill and Norman, 1986).  Finite 

differences are used to obtain the velocity and acceleration vectors of angular motions.  The 

translational kinematics of each vertebra are estimated such that they satisfy the developed 

equations of motion and are within the physiological range reported in the literature (Sun et al., 

2004). 

 

Solving for muscle activations  

An optimization technique similar to that used in Franklin and Granata (2007) is developed to 

compute the time-dependent activation vectors.  In this model, the muscle activations are chosen 
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to minimize the metabolic power (cost function) while satisfying the developed indeterminate 

dynamic equations.  The muscle activations are bound to the domain [0, 1].  The cost function 

p(αo) is given by  
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        (6.7) 

(Anderson and Pandy, 1999; Franklin and Granata, 2007).  This program produces muscle 

activations discretely at each time step of the flexion and extension cycle.   

 

Physical properties 

The kinematic data for 5 healthy subjects from the experimental study (Granata and Gottipati, 

2008) was used to build 5 different subject specific models.  The mechanical properties of the 

rigid bodies of each model are estimated using the subject‟s weight, trunk height, and gender.  

The trunk mass and the lumbar vertebral mass are estimated from the total body mass (Winter, 

2005).  The thorax height and vertebral heights are estimated from the measured trunk height (de 

Leva, 1996).  All 5 lumbar vertebrae are assumed have the same length.  Table 6.1 shows the 

masses and heights of the rigid bodies for each subject.  All the subjects are assumed to have the 

same intervertebral heights in a standing posture, and the heights of the lumbar vertebra are 

adjusted according to the subject‟s lumbar length.  The heights of S1-L5, L5-L4, L4-L3, L3-L2, 

L2-L1, and L1-T12 intervertebral discs (the mid-heights of the IVDs) in a standing posture are 

taken as 9, 11, 11, 11, 9, and 8mm, respectively (Shin et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2000).  Table 6.1 

gives the physical properties for each subject‟s model. 
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Table 6.1: Physical properties of subjects 

Subject 
Total 

mass (kg) 
Thorax 

mass (kg) 
Lumbar 

mass (kg) 

Torso 

length 

(cm) 

Thorax 

length 

(cm) 

Lumbar 

length 

(cm) 

Vertebral 

height 

(cm) 

Sub 1 59.87 16.70 8.32 52.07 27.86 15.93 2.30 

Sub 2 70.3 19.61 9.77 49.53 26.50 15.15 2.15 

Sub 3 56.7 15.82 7.88 55.88 29.86 17.09 2.38 

Sub 4 68.04 18.98 9.46 52.07 30.03 16.27 2.38 

Sub 5 77.11 21.51 10.72 63.50 34.04 19.84 2.95 

 

 

Results 

The kinematics of 5 subjects were used in the model to estimate the muscle forces during a 

single flexion and extension movement.  Subjects were asked to maintain a speed of 1 cycle (1 

flexion and extension movement) per 2 seconds with the aid of a metronome.  However, each 

subject adopted a different kinematic pattern.  The variability in trunk and lumbar angular 

displacements and velocities can be seen in the following Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 and in graphs 

(a) and (b) of Figures 6.2, 6.4, 6.6, 6.8, and 6.10.  The variability in trunk angle and velocity is 

smaller than the variability in lumbar angle and velocity.  The means (standard deviations) of 

maximum trunk angle and velocity are 67.86
o 
(4.34) and 119.97

o
/s (6.71), respectively.  The 

means (standard deviations) of maximum lumbar angle and velocity are 67.38
o
 (5.64) and 

142.04
o
/s (29.02), respectively.   

 

      Table 6.2: Maximum and minimum trunk and lumbar angles 

 Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 Mean (Std) 

Max. Trunk Angle 63.32
o 

73.24
o 67.26

o 64.18
o 71.29

o 67.86
o
 (4.34) 

Min. Trunk Angle 1.23
o 8.34

o 0.68
o 5.40

o 3.99
o 3.93

o
 (3.14) 

Max. Lumbar Angle 58.10
o 69.11

o 72.10
o 66.28

o 72.42
o 67.38

o
 (5.64) 

Min. Lumbar Angle 17.24
o 3.68

o 12.76
o 11.23

o 4.71
o 9.96

o
 (5.64) 
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    Table 6.3: Maximum and minimum trunk and lumbar angular velocities 

 Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 Mean (Std) 

Max. Trunk 

Velocity (
o
/s) 

116.90 121.05 127.79 110.32 123.87 119.97 (6.71) 

Min. Trunk 

Velocity (
o
/s) 

-111.52 -129.15 -113.25 -122.38 -116.09 -118.48 (7.26) 

Max. Lumbar 

Velocity (
o
/s) 

139.26 129.87 183.52 104.89 152.67 142.04 (29.02) 

Min. Lumbar 

Velocity (
o
/s) 

-127.00 -118.15 -133.25 -105.78 -101.80 -117.16 (13.41) 

 

All the subjects exhibited similar muscle activation patterns with small exceptions, which may be 

due to the differences in kinematic patterns.  Figures 6.2 to 6.11 present the activation profiles of 

all five subjects.  Table 6.4 gives the maximum activation levels of each muscle group for each 

subject.  The rectus abdominus (RA) muscle was activated at the onset of flexion and the end of 

the extension with average maximum activation of 19.49% (8.08).  Two sets of external obliques 

(EO1 and EO2) and internal obliques muscles (IO1 and IO2) were modeled.  The EO1 was 

activated at the end of flexion and/or the beginning of extension with average maximum 

activation of 34.20 (14.62).  The EO2 was activated at the beginning of flexion and end of 

extension with average maximum activation of 88.84% (18.58).  A similar trend was observed in 

the case of Internal obliques with IO1 activation and IO2 activation with average maximum 

activations of 94.68 (7.11) and 55.69 (25.37), respectively.  The erector spinae (ES) muscles had 

an average maximum activation level of 33.12 (9.92) at the onset of flexion and end of 

extension.  The latissimus dorsi (LD) muscle had no activation at peak angles, and had almost 

constant activation at lower angles.  The mean maximum activation of LD was 32.56 (3.97).  The 

multifidus (MF) and psoas (PS) muscles were activated throughout the flexion-extension 

movement, with higher activation at peak angles and with average maximum activations 56.90 

(3.41) and 54.54 (3.08), respectively.  Little or no activation was seen in pars lumborum muscles.  
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Table 6.4: Maximum muscle activation percentages 

Muscle Sub1 Sub2 Sub3 Sub4 Sub5 Mean (std.) 

RA 14.52 15.37 30.98 9.64 26.95 19.49 (8.08) 

EO1 12.88 43.29 54.91 35.76 24.16 34.20 (14.62) 

EO2 100.00 52.21 91.98 100.00 100.00 88.84 (18.58) 

IO1 82.20 91.20 100.00 100.00 100.00 94.68 (7.11) 

IO2 29.86 91.73 77.38 51.44 28.05 55.69 (25.37) 

ES 41.72 21.42 46.75 32.36 23.36 33.12 (9.92) 

LD 25.91 31.07 34.44 37.84 33.56 32.56 (3.97) 

MF 55.40 57.09 56.24 52.72 63.06 56.90 (3.41) 

PS 58.09 56.48 54.29 54.86 48.99 54.54 (3.08) 
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Figure 6.2: Results for subject 1 - (a): Trunk angle (TA) and Lumbar angle (LA) vs. time; (b): Trunk velocity 

and Lumbar velocity vs. time; (c), (d), (e), and (f): % Muscle activations vs. time (RA – Rectus abdominus; 

EO1 and EO2 - External oblique; IO1- Internal oblique).  

 

(a) 
(b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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Figure 6.3: Results for subject 1 – (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f): % Muscle activations vs. time (IO2 – Internal 

oblique, ES – erector spinae, LD – Latissimus dorsi, MF – Multifidus, PS – Psoas, QL – Quadratus 

lumborum). 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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Figure 6.4: Results for subject 2 - (a): Trunk angle (TA) and Lumbar angle (LA) vs. time; (b): Trunk velocity 

and Lumbar velocity vs. time; (c), (d), (e), and (f): % Muscle activations vs. time (RA – Rectus abdominus; 

EO1 and EO2 - External oblique; IO1 – Internal oblique). 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(f) (e) 
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Figure 6.5: Results for subject 2 – (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f): % Muscle activations vs. time (IO2 – Internal 

oblique, ES – erector spinae, LD – Latissimus dorsi, MF – Multifidus, PS – Psoas, QL – Quadratus 

lumborum). 

 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(f) (e) 
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Figure 6.6: Results for subject 3 - (a): Trunk angle (TA) and Lumbar angle (LA) vs. time; (b): Trunk velocity 

and Lumbar velocity vs. time; (c), (d), (e), and (f): % Muscle activations vs. time (RA – Rectus abdominus; 

EO1 and EO2 - External oblique; IO1 – Internal oblique).  

 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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Figure 6.7: Results for subject 3 – (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f): % Muscle activations vs. time (IO2 – Internal 

oblique, ES – erector spinae, LD – Latissimus dorsi, MF – Multifidus, PS – Psoas, QL – Quadratus 

lumborum). 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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Figure 6.8: Results for subject 4 - (a): Trunk angle (TA) and Lumbar angle (LA) vs. time; (b): Trunk velocity 

and Lumbar velocity vs. time; (c), (d), (e), and (f): % Muscle activations vs. time (RA – Rectus abdominus; 

EO1 and EO2 - External oblique; IO1 – internal oblique). 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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Figure 6.9: Results for subject 4 – (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f): % Muscle activations vs. time (IO2 – Internal 

oblique, ES – erector spinae, LD – Latissimus dorsi, MF – Multifidus, PS – Psoas, QL – Quadratus 

lumborum). 

 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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Figure 6.10: Results for subject 5 - (a): Trunk angle (TA) and Lumbar angle (LA) vs. time; (b): Trunk 

velocity and Lumbar velocity vs. time; (c), (d), (e), and (f): % Muscle activations vs. time (RA – Rectus 

abdominus; EO1 and EO2 - External oblique; IO1- internal oblique). 

 

 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

(d) 

(e) (f) 
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Figure 6.11: Results for subject 5 – (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f): % Muscle activations vs. time (IO2 – Internal 

oblique, ES – erector spinae, LD – Latissimus dorsi, MF – Multifidus, PS – Psoas, QL – Quadratus 

lumborum). 

  

(c) 

(b) (a) 

(d) 

(e) (f) 
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The spinal loads on pelvis (S1) were calculated as the vector sum of muscle forces and trunk 

weight (Granata and Marras, 1995; Granata and Wilson, 2001).  The compressive loads reached 

maximum values at the onset of flexion for all the subjects except for subject 2.  In general there 

was small increase compressive load at the peak flexion and the subject 2 had the highest 

compressive load at the peak flexion (Figure 6.12).  The mean (standard deviation) of maximum 

compressive load is 1337.32 N (191.01).  The shear loads (Figure 6.13) reached maximum 

values at the peak flexion with mean (standard deviation) value of 707.708 N (120.38) 

(Appendix C).  Figures 6.12(f) and 6.13(f) show the least square fit plots of the spinal loads of all 

the subjects.  This demonstrates the overall trend of time dependent dynamic spinal loads.    

 

  Table 6.5: Maximum Compression and Shear loads 

 
Maximum Compression 

load (N) 
Maximum Shear load (N) 

Subject 1 1543.50 697.35 

Subject 2 1289.90 661.89 

Subject 3 1430.10 673.08 

Subject 4 1386.10 594.31 

Subject 5 1037.00 911.91 

Mean (Standard deviation) 1337.32  (191.01) 707.708  (120.38) 
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Figure 6.12: Compression load at Pelvis (S1) vs. time: compressive loads are highest at the onset of the flexion 

except in subject 2 

  

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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Figure 6.13: Shear load at Pelvis (S1) vs. time: shear loads are highest at maximum flexion angle 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (e) 
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Discussion 

The human torso is a dynamic system and the lower back enables dynamic movements of the 

torso.  Low back injuries are the most prevalent health issue in the United States and often occur 

during dynamic tasks such as lifting external loads.  Such tasks involve large angular 

displacements of the torso, including flexion and extension movements.  However, most of the 

dynamic models of the torso in the past have investigated the dynamics of small-angle 

perturbations.  This was the motivation for the present investigation of the dynamics of large 

flexion-extension movements of the torso.   

 

In the present study, a kinematics driven, sagittal plane, lumped parameter model of flexion-

extension movement was developed.  The inputs for the model are the rotational kinematics from 

a single flexion-extension movement.  The 2-dimensional model with 18 degrees of freedom in 

the sagittal plane accounted for the rigid body dynamics of the vertebrae, the viscoelastic behavior 

of the intervertebral discs, and the muscle dynamics to estimate the torso muscle forces.   

 

The data of five out of ten subjects who participated in flexion-extension exercises (Granata and 

Gottipati, 2008) were used in this study.  The five subjects were selected such that their thoracic 

kinematics are similar.  The range of flexion depends on the subject‟s height and sex, and hence 

changes from subject to subject (Gatton and Pearcy, 1999).  Gatton and Pearcy (1999) also 

showed that an individual could adopt at least four different movement sequences or patterns to 

perform flexion movement.  Subjects in the current study exhibited different lumbar movement 

patterns.  The subjects were asked to perform one flexion-extension movement in 2 seconds with 

the aid of a metronome.  However, subject-to-subject kinematic variability was observed in both 

trunk and lumbar kinematics.  The variability in lumbar kinematics is even more prominent than 

that in trunk kinematics.  The activation levels varied from subject to subject, even though they 

have similar patterns.   For example, the RA muscle was activated at the initial and final stages of 

movement in all the subjects.  All the subjects exhibited RA activation at lumbar angles ranging 

from 20
o
 to 40

o
 except in one case:  in the first half of the movement, subject 5 had activation 

only at the onset of flexion.  A similar trend was observed in other muscle groups, i.e., the muscle 
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activation profiles are similar in all the subjects, with different peak values of activations.  The 

velocity and acceleration of the movements are known to affect the muscle forces both 

quantitatively and qualitatively (Bazrgari et al., 2008; Zeinali-Davarani et al., 2008), which might 

have resulted in slight subject-to-subject variations in activation profiles.   

 

Muscle activations 

A high degree of abdominal activity was observed at the initial stage of flexion and the final stage 

of extension.  RA, EO2, and IO1 had minimum or no activation levels at lumbar angles above 

40
o
.  These results agree with those of Zenaili-Deverani et al. (2008).  EO1 and IO2 were 

activated at the lumbar angles above 35
o
.  Contraction of abdominal muscles at peak flexion 

protects the spine against hyperflexion (Paquet et al., 1994).  The reduction in activation of global 

extensor muscles can be accompanied by an increase in activation of abdominal muscles to 

accomplish large-angle lumbar flexion (Bazrgari et al., 2008; Olson et al., 2004).  However, in 

this study, the increase in activation was seen only in EO1 and IO2 muscles.  

 

The ES muscles had higher activation levels in the first and second halves of flexion and 

extension, respectively.  The ES showed minimum activation at large flexion angles.  The 

activation of erector spinae is known to decrease as the trunk approaches maximum flexion angles 

and completely ceases at full flexion (Floyd and Silver, 1955; Holleran et al., 1995; Schultz et al., 

1985).  This phenomenon is called flexion-relaxation.  Schultz et al. (1985) showed that flexion-

relaxation starts at flexion angles as low as 40
o
.  The trunk velocities in the current study lie 

between the intermediate and the fast movement velocities reported by Bazrgari et al. (2008), 

where flexion-relaxation was observed for intermediate velocities.   

 

The multifidus muscles were activated throughout the flexion-extension movement, with 

increasing activation levels with lumbar angle.  The multifidus muscles are identified as the 

powerful spine stabilizers (Arokoski et al., 2004; Ward et al., 2009).  Ward et al. (2009) also 

showed that the architecture of these muscles produces large forces to stabilize the spine, and they 
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become intrinsically stronger with increase in lumbar flexion angle.  The spine is known to be 

more stable at large flexion angles, and this stability is accomplished with the help of the passive 

stiffness of spinal segments (Arjmand and Shirazi-Adl, 2006).  The higher activation levels of 

multifidus muscles suggest that they may contribute to spinal stability at large flexion angles.  

However, further investigation with stability analyses is necessary to understand the effect of 

multifidus activity on spinal stability.   

 

The quadratus lumborum (QL) muscles were activated throughout the flexion-extension 

movement.  Evidence suggests that QL plays an important role during lumbar flexion (Andersson 

et al., 1996).  Andersson et al. (1996) reported a reduction in the activity of superficial erector 

spinae muscles and increased involvement of QL muscles with an increase in lumbar flexion.  

McGill (1998) also suggested that QL activation depends on lumbar sagittal movement and plays 

a role in spinal stability in the sagittal plane.   

 

Contrary to Zeinali-Davarani et al. (2008), the current study found that the psoas muscles were 

activated throughout the flexion-extension movement.  The activation levels of the muscles 

increased with lumbar flexion angle.  The psoas muscles' lines of action do not depend on hip 

flexion, but depend on spine orientation (McGill, 1998).  In the current study, the pelvis was fixed 

and the spine was sagittally flexed, which caused large relative motion between the lumbar 

vertebrae and the pelvis.  This relative motion might have caused the higher activation levels in 

the psoas muscles.  Sit-up exercises also cause a similar relative motion between the spine and 

pelvis; sit-up exercises with/without bent knees produce higher activation levels in the psoas 

muscles (Juker et al., 1998). 

 

Spinal loads 

Large dynamic compression and shear spinal loads are identified as risk factors for low back pain 

(Adams et al., 1996; Granata and Marras, 1995a,b; Shirazi-Adl, 1991).  Axial compressive loads 

on the spine, determined from a fundamental static biomechanical model, were found to be 
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considerably lower than the dynamic compression loads (Granata and Marras, 1999).  The model 

developed in this study is used to estimate the time-dependent spinal loads.  Compared to the 

results published in the literature, the spinal loads computed in this study are lower in value 

(Granata and Marras, 1995a,b; Granata and Wilson, 2001). The model presented in this study did 

not consider the spinal stability analysis and is restricted to the sagittal plane.  This might have 

resulted in lower values of spinal loads compared to the ones published in the literature.  

However, the qualitative information of these spinal loads can be useful to understand the spine 

mechanics.  The maximum shear loads occurred at higher flexion angles and the maximum 

compression loads occurred at the onset of flexion.  The onset of flexion from static standing 

posture can usually be jerky and may cause higher compression loads.  At high flexion angles, the 

spine injury risk may be due to shear loads, and at the onset of flexion or during jerky movements 

the risk could be due to compression loads.   

    

Shortcomings of the model 

The motion monitoring system used to record the kinematics data was not capable of recording all 

the kinematics of the rigid bodies.  The lumbar vertebral rotations and translational kinematics of 

all the bodies were estimated computationally.  Mathematical optimization techniques were used 

in this model to predict the muscle forces.  It was concluded that mathematical optimization gives 

mechanically valid results and less accurate physiological results compared to EMG-assisted 

optimization approaches (Gagnon et al., 2001). The EMG-assisted optimization techniques may 

produce more accurate results with the current model.  The optimization routines used in this 

study are computationally very expensive.  Each flexion-extension cycle had 60 time steps, and 

each time step took an average of 5 hours of computational time.  Hence, even though the model 

developed here was a nonlinear dynamic model, a linear muscle model was used.   

 

Conclusions 

A rigid body, lumped parameter model was developed successfully to estimate the torso muscle 

forces.  The predicted activity of abdominal muscles and erector spinae seem to agree well with 
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results in the published literature.  The multifidus muscles, quadratus lumborum, and psoas 

muscles were found to play an important role in the dynamics of trunk flexion-extension 

movements.  The model predicted that the spine is more vulnerable to compressive loads at the 

onset of flexion and to shear loads at large flexion angles.  Further studies are required to see if 

the quantitative measures of spinal loads can predict the onset of low back injuries.  In spite of 

having many limitations, this model can be considered as a progressive step in the research on 

dynamic assessment of the spine.  
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Chapter 7 – Conclusions and Future Work 

 

Conclusions 

The main goal behind the research presented in this dissertation was to investigate the dynamic 

behavior of the human trunk.  In particular, the dynamic stability and time-dependent muscle 

forces of trunk flexion-extension movements were investigated.  The work includes an 

experimental study and a mathematical simulation study.   

 

The experimental study investigated the fatigue-stability relations of dynamic trunk movements.  

The participants performed symmetric and asymmetric repetitive flexion-extension movement 

trials before and after trunk muscle fatigue.  Another condition that was implemented was the 

constraint on the pelvis.   Trials were performed with and without restraining the pelvic 

movements.  Muscle fatigue significantly decreased the dynamic stability of torso movement.  

The asymmetric movements were found to be more stable than the symmetric movements when 

the pelvic movement was restrained.  This is the first known study to empirically investigate the 

effect of muscle fatigue on dynamic movements of the torso (Granata and Gottipati, 2008). 

 

The simulation study investigated the time-dependent muscle forces of dynamic trunk 

movements.  A rigid body, lumped parameter model of flexion-extension movement of the trunk 

in the sagittal plane was developed.  The 5 lumbar vertebrae and the thorax were modeled as 

rigid bodies stacked on a stationary pelvis.  The intervertebral discs were modeled as 

translational and rotational springs.  A total of 45 pairs of trunk muscles were used.  Kinematics 

driven optimization was applied to estimate the dynamic muscle forces of the torso during one 

flexion-extension movement.  This is one of the first lumped parameter models that investigated 

muscle forces during large angular displacements of the torso.  The time-dependent muscle 

activation patterns that were estimated from this study were in good agreement with those in the 

published literature.  The study showed that psoas muscles play an important role during trunk 

flexion-extension movements when pelvic movements are restrained.   
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Future Work 

Experimental work 

The nonlinear dynamic methods used in this study to quantify the dynamic stability can be used 

in various experiments.  These methods can be used to study the changes in dynamic stability of 

the torso while lifting a range of external loads.  Occupational lifting tasks are considered as a 

risk factor for low back pain (Norman et al., 1998).  Moreover, the movement velocity is known 

to affect the dynamic stability of the torso (Granata and England, 2006).  The effect of movement 

velocity on dynamic stability while lifting external loads can also be investigated.  The methods 

can be expanded to accommodate for testing patients with chronic low-back pain.  This may give 

insight into how low back disorders affect the stability of the spine.   

 

Computational work 

Computational modeling of biomechanical systems opens doors to investigate various 

mechanisms that cannot be studied experimentally.  The model presented in Chapters 5 and 6 can 

be used to study muscle forces during dynamic lifting exercises.  External loads can be included 

in the model as generalized forces.  The muscle reflexes and reflex delays affect the dynamic 

stability of the torso (Brown and McGill, 2009; Franklin and Granata, 2007).  The dynamic 

muscle reflex mechanism can be studied by using a muscle reflex model similar to the one 

published in the literature (Franklin and Granata, 2007).  However, the reflex model can be 

computationally very expensive, and efficient computing resources would be required.  

 

More general results can be achieved by expanding the model to 3 dimensions.  This expansion 

to 3 dimensions will help study the lateral rotation and twisting of the trunk.  Faster 

computational resources should be used to study how stability affects the muscle recruitment 

patterns.  Further, EMG-assisted optimization can be used to get more physiologically accurate 

results (Gagnon et al., 2001).  Muscle fatigue conditions can be included in the model (Granata 

et al., 2004).   This will help to study the effect of muscle fatigue on muscle recruitment patterns.  
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The EMG-assisted optimization will give better results in this case compared to the mathematical 

optimization.  
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Appendix A 

 

IRB Approval 
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Informed Consent 
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Data Collection Sheet 

 

Subject #                                                   Date:                       Time:          

Age:                                                          Gender:                                                            

Height:                             Weight:                           Nationality:                    

 

 

Arm length : 

 

Leg length : 

 

Trunk length : 

 

Target location Z : Y : 

   

 

Checklist 

□ Signed consent form 

□  Birds secured 

□  EMG cables secured 

 

1. BEFORE FATIGUE 

□  without pelvic support - right hand 

 Trial 1:               Trial 2:                                          

□  without pelvic support -  both hands 

           Trial 1:                 Trial 2:    

□  with pelvic support - right hand    

 Trial 1:                 Trial 2:                                             

□  with pelvic support - both hands 
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 Trial 1:                 Trial 2:    

 

FATIGUE PROTOCOL 

Total time:              

% of MVE achieved: 

Time taken to start the trial:  

 

2. AFTER FATIGUE       

□  with pelvic support – right hand 

Trial 1:            Trial 2:                 

□  with pelvic support –both hands 

Trial 1:            Trial 2:     

 

%MVE after w/o pelvic support trials: 

%MVE achieved after 2
nd

  fatigue test:    

  Total time of 2
nd

 fatigue test: 

  Time taken to start trial: 

 

□  without pelvic support – both hands 

Trial 1:           Trial 2:    

 □  without pelvic support - right hand 

Trial 1:            Trial 2:                                  

 

   % MVE at the end of the experiment: 
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Appendix B 

Codes 

 

Matlab code for experimental study 

 

clear all 

close all 

  

tic 

stringfilename1 = ['Z:\testsnewsub\NF1\NF1tr1','.exp'];  

data1 = dlmread(stringfilename1,'\t',9,0); % read the data file 

t = length(data1); 

  

marker1 = data1(:,2:10); % data from sensor on T10 vertebra 

marker2 = data1(:,11:19); % data from sensor on S1 vertebra 

  

k = 1:t; 

for i = 1:2 

     if i ==1 

        data = marker1; 

    elseif i == 2 

       data = marker2; 

    end 

    

    for j = 1:t 

        RM = [data(j,1:3); data(j,4:6);data(j,7:9)]; % rotation matrix 

        if j ==1 

            R = transpose(RM); 
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        end 

        RMnew = R*RM; 

        Z(i,j) = atan(RMnew(2,1)/RMnew(1,1))*180/pi; % computing the Euler angles 

        Y(i,j) = asin(-RMnew(3,1))*180/pi; 

        X(i,j) = atan(RMnew(3,2)/RMnew(3,3))*180/pi; 

    end 

end 

  

% save the Euler angles 

nametosave=['tr1']; 

  

newfilenameZ=['Z:\testsnewsub\NF1\' nametosave 'Z.txt']; 

newfilenameY=['Z:\testsnewsub\NF1\' nametosave 'Y.txt']; 

newfilenameX=['Z:\testsnewsub\NF1\' nametosave 'X.txt']; 

  

save(newfilenameZ,'Z','-ascii','-tabs','-double') 

save(newfilenameY,'Y','-ascii','-tabs','-double') 

save(newfilenameX,'X','-ascii','-tabs','-double') 

  

newfilenameM1EA=[nametosave 'Z.txt']; 

newfilenameM2EA=[nametosave 'Y.txt']; 

newfilenameLA=[nametosave 'X.txt']; 

  

%% 

t = 60000; 

Z1 = Z(1,:); 

Z2 = Z(2,:); 

  

Y1 = Y(1,:); 

Y2 =Y(2,:); 
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X1 = X(1,:); 

X2 =X(2,:); 

  

         rawdata(:,2)=Z1; 

            rawdata(:,3)=Y1; 

            rawdata(:,4)=X1; 

             

            rawdata(:,5)=Z2; 

            rawdata(:,6)=Y2; 

            rawdata(:,7)=X2; 

             

            %%%FILTER HERE 

            fs = 100; % Sampling Frequency in hertz 

            fn = fs/2; % Nyquist Frequency 

            fc = 10; % Cut-off frequency for 2nd order butterworth filter 

            [b,a] = butter(2, fc/fn); 

            fdata = filtfilt(b,a,rawdata); 

             

            Z1=fdata(:,2); 

Y1=fdata(:,3); 

X1=fdata(:,4); 

Z2=fdata(:,5); 

Y2=fdata(:,6); 

X2=fdata(:,7); 

%% 

% Select the peaks and spline in between them to get 20 cycles for each trial 

                        plot(k,Z1) 

                        pause 

                        [X,Y]=ginput(2); 

                        [uselesspeak,I]=min(Z1(round(X(1)):round(X(2)))); 

                        hold on 
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                        plot(I+round(X(1))-1,uselesspeak,'rX') 

                        timeofpeaks=[I+round(X(1))-1]; 

                        uselesspeaks=uselesspeak; 

                         [X,Y]=ginput(2); 

                        [uselesspeak,I]=min(Z1(round(X(1)):round(X(2)))); 

                        hold on 

                        plot(I+round(X(1))-1,uselesspeak,'rX') 

                        timeofpeaks1=[I+round(X(1))-1]; 

                        uselesspeaks1=uselesspeak; 

                        hold off 

                       plot((timeofpeaks:timeofpeaks1),Z1(timeofpeaks:timeofpeaks1)) 

                       Z1 = Z1(timeofpeaks:timeofpeaks1); 

                       z1length = length(Z1); 

                       l=z1length; 

                       L = 40000/l; 

                       

                       figure(5) 

                         x=L:L:40000; y= Z1; 

                        xx =1:40000; 

                        yy = spline(x,y,xx); 

                        subplot(3,1,1) 

                        plot(xx,yy) 

                        title('Marker 1 EA1') 

                        xlabel('Time') 

                        ylabel('Displacement') 

                        Z1 = yy'; 

                        

                        figure(1) 

                       plot(k,Y1) 

                       pause 

                       [X,Y]=ginput(2); 
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                        [uselesspeak,I]=min(Y1(round(X(1)):round(X(2)))); 

                        hold on 

                        plot(I+round(X(1))-1,uselesspeak,'rX') 

                        timeofpeaks=[I+round(X(1))-1]; 

                        uselesspeaks=uselesspeak; 

                         [X,Y]=ginput(2); 

                        [uselesspeak,I]=min(Y1(round(X(1)):round(X(2)))); 

                        hold on 

                        plot(I+round(X(1))-1,uselesspeak,'rX') 

                        timeofpeaks1=[I+round(X(1))-1]; 

                        uselesspeaks1=uselesspeak; 

                       plot((timeofpeaks:timeofpeaks1),Y1(timeofpeaks:timeofpeaks1)) 

                       Y1 = Y1(timeofpeaks:timeofpeaks1); 

                       y1length = length(Y1); 

                       l= y1length; 

                       L=40000/l; 

                        

                        x=L:L:40000; y= Y1; 

                        xx =1:40000; 

                        yy = spline(x,y,xx); 

                        subplot(3,1,2) 

                        plot(xx,yy) 

                        title('Marker 1 EA2') 

                        xlabel('Time') 

                        ylabel('Displacement') 

                        Y1 = yy'; 

                        

                        figure(1) 

                        plot(k,X1) 

                        pause 

                            [X,Y]=ginput(2); 
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                        [uselesspeak,I]=max(X1(round(X(1)):round(X(2)))); 

                        hold on 

                        plot(I+round(X(1))-1,uselesspeak,'rX') 

                        timeofpeaks=[I+round(X(1))-1]; 

                        uselesspeaks=uselesspeak; 

                         [X,Y]=ginput(2); 

                        [uselesspeak,I]=max(X1(round(X(1)):round(X(2)))); 

                        hold on 

                        plot(I+round(X(1))-1,uselesspeak,'rX') 

                        timeofpeaks1=[I+round(X(1))-1]; 

                        uselesspeaks1=uselesspeak; 

                        plot((timeofpeaks:timeofpeaks1),X1(timeofpeaks:timeofpeaks1)) 

                       X1 = X1(timeofpeaks:timeofpeaks1); 

                       x1length = length(X1); 

                       l = x1length; 

                       L = 40000/l; 

                        

                        x=L:L:40000; y= X1; 

                        xx =1:40000; 

                        yy = spline(x,y,xx); 

                        subplot(3,1,3) 

                        plot(xx,yy) 

                        title('Marker 1 EA3') 

                        xlabel('Time') 

                        ylabel('Displacement') 

                        X1 = yy'; 

                         

                        figure(1) 

                        plot(k,Z2) 

                        pause 

                        [X,Y]=ginput(2); 
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                        [uselesspeak,I]=min(Z2(round(X(1)):round(X(2)))); 

                        hold on 

                        plot(I+round(X(1))-1,uselesspeak,'rX') 

                        timeofpeaks=[I+round(X(1))-1]; 

                        uselesspeaks=uselesspeak; 

                         [X,Y]=ginput(2); 

                        [uselesspeak,I]=min(Z2(round(X(1)):round(X(2)))); 

                        hold on 

                        plot(I+round(X(1))-1,uselesspeak,'rX') 

                        timeofpeaks1=[I+round(X(1))-1]; 

                        uselesspeaks1=uselesspeak; 

                        hold off 

                       plot((timeofpeaks:timeofpeaks1),Z2(timeofpeaks:timeofpeaks1)) 

                       Z2= Z2(timeofpeaks:timeofpeaks1); 

                       z2length = length(Z2); 

                       l=z2length; 

                       L =40000/l; 

                        

                       figure(5) 

                        x=L:L:40000; y= Z2; 

                        xx =1:40000; 

                        yy = spline(x,y,xx); 

                        subplot(3,1,1) 

                        plot(xx,yy) 

                        title('Marker 2 EA1') 

                        xlabel('Time') 

                        ylabel('Displacement') 

                        Z2 = yy'; 

                        

                       figure(1) 

                        plot(k,Y2) 
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                       pause 

                       [X,Y]=ginput(2); 

                        [uselesspeak,I]=min(Y2(round(X(1)):round(X(2)))); 

                        hold on 

                        plot(I+round(X(1))-1,uselesspeak,'rX') 

                        timeofpeaks=[I+round(X(1))-1]; 

                        uselesspeaks=uselesspeak; 

                         [X,Y]=ginput(2); 

                        [uselesspeak,I]=min(Y2(round(X(1)):round(X(2)))); 

                        hold on 

                        plot(I+round(X(1))-1,uselesspeak,'rX') 

                        timeofpeaks1=[I+round(X(1))-1]; 

                        uselesspeaks1=uselesspeak; 

                        hold off 

                       plot((timeofpeaks:timeofpeaks1),Y2(timeofpeaks:timeofpeaks1)) 

                       Y2 = Y2(timeofpeaks:timeofpeaks1); 

                       y2length = length(Y2); 

                       l = y2length; 

                       L = 40000/l; 

                        

                        x=L:L:40000; y= Y2; 

                        xx =1:40000; 

                        yy = spline(x,y,xx); 

                        subplot(3,1,2) 

                        plot(xx,yy) 

                        title('Marker 2 EA2') 

                        xlabel('Time') 

                        ylabel('Displacement') 

                       Y2 = yy'; 

                        

                       figure(1) 
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                        plot(k,X2) 

                        pause 

                            [X,Y]=ginput(2); 

                        [uselesspeak,I]=max(X2(round(X(1)):round(X(2)))); 

                        hold on 

                        plot(I+round(X(1))-1,uselesspeak,'rX') 

                        timeofpeaks=[I+round(X(1))-1]; 

                        uselesspeaks=uselesspeak; 

                         [X,Y]=ginput(2); 

                        [uselesspeak,I]=max(X2(round(X(1)):round(X(2)))); 

                        hold on 

                        plot(I+round(X(1))-1,uselesspeak,'rX') 

                        timeofpeaks1=[I+round(X(1))-1]; 

                        uselesspeaks1=uselesspeak; 

                        hold off 

                        plot((timeofpeaks:timeofpeaks1),X2(timeofpeaks:timeofpeaks1)) 

                       X2 = X2(timeofpeaks:timeofpeaks1); 

                       x2length = length(X2); 

                       l = x2length; 

                       L = 40000/l; 

                        

                        x=L:L:40000; y= X2; 

                        xx =1:40000; 

                        yy = spline(x,y,xx); 

                        subplot(3,1,3) 

                        plot(xx,yy) 

                        title('Marker 2 EA3') 

                        xlabel('Time') 

                        ylabel('Displacement') 

                       X2 = yy'; 
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M1EA = sqrt(Z1.^2+Y1.^2+X1.^2); 

M2EA = sqrt(Z2.^2+Y2.^2+X2.^2); 

  

LA = sqrt((Z1-Z2).^2+(Y1-Y2).^2+(X1-X2).^2); 

  

%reduce the number of data points in each data set 

figure(5) 

x=3/20:3/20:6000; y= M1EA; 

xx =1:6000; 

yy = spline(x,y,xx); 

subplot(5,1,1) 

plot(xx,yy) 

title('Marker 1 EA') 

xlabel('Time') 

ylabel('Displacement') 

M1EA = yy'; 

  

x=3/20:3/20:6000; y= M2EA; 

xx =1:6000; 

yy = spline(x,y,xx); 

subplot(5,1,2) 

plot(xx,yy) 

title('Marker 2 EA') 

xlabel('Time') 

ylabel('Displacement') 

M2EA = yy'; 

  

x=3/20:3/20:6000; y= LA; 

xx =1:6000; 

yy = spline(x,y,xx); 

subplot(5,1,5) 
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plot(xx,yy) 

title('LA') 

%xlabel('Time') 

ylabel('Displacement') 

LA = yy'; 

  

% Save the data 

nametosave=['tr1']; 

  

newfilenameM1EA=['Z:\testsnewsub\NF1\' nametosave 'M1EA.txt']; 

newfilenameM2EA=['Z:\testsnewsub\NF1\' nametosave 'M2EA.txt']; 

newfilenameLA=['Z:\testsnewsub\NF1\' nametosave 'LA.txt']; 

  

save(newfilenameM1EA,'M1EA','-ascii','-tabs','-double') 

save(newfilenameM2EA,'M2EA','-ascii','-tabs','-double') 

save(newfilenameLA,'LA','-ascii','-tabs','-double') 

  

newfilenameM1EA=[nametosave 'M1EA.txt']; 

newfilenameM2EA=[nametosave 'M2EA.txt']; 

newfilenameLA=[nametosave 'LA.txt']; 

toc 

  

 stringfilename3 = ['Z:\testsnewsub\NF1\tr1LA.l1'];  % read the logarithmic divergence vectors 

produced from Rosenstein's algorithm 

data3 = dlmread(stringfilename3,'\t',0,0); 

time = data3(:,1)/150; 

L1LA=2; 

figure(12) 

plot(time,data3(:,L1LA)) 

title('L1LA') 

xlabel('cycles') 
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ylabel('<ln(d)>') 

Ymax=max(data3(:,L1LA)); 

Ymin=min(data3(:,L1LA)); 

  

% approximate the linear region of the logarithmic divergence curve of nearest neighbors plotted 

against time as largest Lyapunov exponent 

timeminusone=abs(time-1.5); 

[subtractone,m]=min(timeminusone); 

LstLA1=polyfit(time(1:m),data3(1:length(time(1:m)),L1LA),1); 

hold on 

plot(time(1:m),LstLA1(1)*time(1:m)+LstLA1(2),'r')  

axis([0,4,Ymin,Ymax]) 

LyapunovexponentLA1=LstLA1(1); 

grid on 

 

Mathematica code to produce dynamic equations of motion 

 

(* ~~~ Change to local directory ~~~ *) 

 

ClearAll["Global`*"]; 

Remove["Global`*"]; 

Directory["Documents"] 

(*Define rotation matrix*) 

R1[q_] := {{1, 0, 0}, {0, Cos[q], -Sin[q]}, {0, Sin[q], Cos[q]}}; 

 

(*Definitions*)                                                                                                            

Len[Vtr_, Vor_] := Sqrt[(Vtr - Vor).(Vtr - Vor) ]; 

Lsqr[Vtr_, Vor_] := (Vtr - Vor).(Vtr - Vor) ; 

Vec[Vtr_, Vor_] := (Vtr - Vor); 
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Mag[V_] := Sqrt[V.V]; 

 

(*Global coordinate system*)                                                                                              

n1 = {1, 0, 0}; 

n2 = {0, 1, 0}; 

n3 = {0, 0, 1}; 

 

(*  1=X,2=Y,3=Z *) 

Cp1 = Transpose[R1[Tp]].n1; 

Cp2 = Transpose[R1[Tp]].n2; 

Cp3 = Transpose[R1[Tp]].n3; 

C51 = Transpose[R1[T5[t]]].n1; 

C52 = Transpose[R1[T5[t]]].n2; 

C53 = Transpose[R1[T5[t]]].n3; 

C41 = Transpose[R1[T4[t]]].n1; 

C42 = Transpose[R1[T4[t]]].n2; 

C43 = Transpose[R1[T4[t]]].n3; 

C31 = Transpose[R1[T3[t]]].n1; 

C32 = Transpose[R1[T3[t]]].n2; 

C33 = Transpose[R1[T3[t]]].n3; 

C21 = Transpose[R1[T2[t]]].n1; 

C22 = Transpose[R1[T2[t]]].n2; 

C23 = Transpose[R1[T2[t]]].n3; 

C11 = Transpose[R1[T1[t]]].n1; 

C12 = Transpose[R1[T1[t]]].n2; 

C13 = Transpose[R1[T1[t]]].n3; 

CT1 = Transpose[R1[Tt[t]]].n1; 

CT2 = Transpose[R1[Tt[t]]].n2; 

CT3 = Transpose[R1[Tt[t]]].n3 

(* Define origins of body *) 
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Orp = xp[t]*n1 + yp[t]*n2 + zp[t]*n3; 

Or5 = Orp + x5[t]*Cp1 + y5[t]*Cp2 + z5[t]*Cp3; 

Or4 = Or5 + x4[t]*C51 + y4[t]*C52 + (z4[t] + L5)*C53; 

Or3 = Or4 + x3[t]*C41 + y3[t]*C42 + (z3[t] + L4)*C43; 

Or2 = Or3 + x2[t]*C31 + y2[t]*C32 + (z2[t] + L3)*C33; 

Or1 = Or2 + x1[t]*C21 + y1[t]*C22 + (z1[t] + L2)*C23; 

Ort = Or1 + xt[t]*C11 + yt[t]*C12 + (zt[t] + L1)*C13; 

 

(*Define angular velocities*) 

NwL5 = {T5'[t], 0, 0}; 

NwL4 = {T4'[t], 0, 0}; 

NwL3 = {T3'[t], 0, 0}; 

NwL2 = {T2'[t], 0, 0}; 

NwL1 = {T1'[t], 0, 0}; 

NwT = {Tt'[t], 0, 0}; 

 

(* Define Center of mass of each body *) 

G5 = Or5 + Cx5*C51 + Cy5*C52 + Cz5*C53; 

G4 = Or4 + Cx4*C41 + Cy4*C42 + Cz4*C43; 

G3 = Or3 + Cx3*C31 + Cy3*C32 + Cz3*C33; 

G2 = Or2 + Cx2*C21 + Cy2*C22 + Cz2*C23; 

G1 = Or1 + Cx1*C11 + Cy1*C12 + Cz1*C13; 

GT = Ort + Cxt*CT1 + Cyt*CT2 + Czt*CT3; 

 

(* Define translational velocities *) 

vG5 = D[G5, t]; 

vG4 = D[G4, t]; 

vG3 = D[G3, t]; 

vG2 = D[G2, t]; 
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vG1 = D[G1, t]; 

vGT = D[GT, t]; 

 

(*Inertial about G, approximated as a disc with elliptical cross section (lb>la, radii)*) 

I5 = {{1/4 m5 lb^2 + 1/12 m5 L5^2, 0, 0}, {0, 1/4 m5 la^2 + 1/12 m5 L5^2,  

    0}, {0, 0, 1/4 m5 (la^2 + lb^2)}}; 

I4 = {{1/4 m4 lb^2 + 1/12 m4 L4^2, 0, 0}, {0, 1/4 m4 la^2 + 1/12 m4 L4^2,  

    0}, {0, 0, 1/4 m4 (la^2 + lb^2)}}; 

I3 = {{1/4 m3 lb^2 + 1/12 m3 L3^2, 0, 0}, {0, 1/4 m3 la^2 + 1/12 m3 L3^2,  

    0}, {0, 0, 1/4 m3 (la^2 + lb^2)}}; 

I2 = {{1/4 m2 lb^2 + 1/12 m2 L2^2, 0, 0}, {0, 1/4 m2 la^2 + 1/12 m2 L2^2,  

    0}, {0, 0, 1/4 m2 (la^2 + lb^2)}}; 

I1 = {{1/4 m1 lb^2 + 1/12 m1 L1^2, 0, 0}, {0, 1/4 m1 la^2 + 1/12 m1 L1^2,  

    0}, {0, 0, 1/4 m1 (la^2 + lb^2)}}; 

IT = {{1/4 mt lb^2 + 1/12 mt Lt^2, 0, 0}, {0, 1/4 mt la^2 + 1/12 mt Lt^2,  

    0}, {0, 0, 1/4 mt (la^2 + lb^2)}}; 

 

(*IVD attachments  - origins, terminals and the vector UL*) 

IVDP5o = Orp;   IVDP5t = Or5;   IVDP5l = IVDP5t - IVDP5o; 

IVD54o = Or5 + L5*C53;  IVD54t = Or4;   IVD54l = IVD54t - IVD54o; 

IVD43o = Or4 + L4*C43;  IVD43t = Or3;  IVD43l = IVD43t - IVD43o; 

IVD32o = Or3 + L3*C33;  IVD32t = Or2;  IVD32l = IVD32t - IVD32o; 

IVD21o = Or2 + L2*C23;  IVD21t = Or1;  IVD21l = IVD21t - IVD21o; 

IVD1To = Or1 + L1*C13;  IVD1Tt = Ort;  IVD1Tl = IVD1Tt - IVD1To; 

 

(*Define Angle „b‟*) 

EPp = 0*Cp1 + Cp2 + 0*Cp3;  

EP51 = C52 + 0*C53; 

 A5 = ArcCos[(IVDP5l.EP51)/(Mag[IVDP5l]*Mag[EP51])]; 
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 EP41 = C42 + 0*C43; 

 A4 = ArcCos[(IVD54l.EP41)/(Mag[IVD54l]*Mag[EP41])]; 

 EP31 = C32 + 0*C33; 

 A3 = ArcCos[(IVD43l.EP31)/(Mag[IVD43l]*Mag[EP31])]; 

 EP21 = C22 + 0*C23; 

 A2 = ArcCos[(IVD32l.EP21)/(Mag[IVD32l]*Mag[EP21])]; 

 EP11 = C12 + 0*C13; 

 A1 = ArcCos[(IVD21l.EP11)/(Mag[IVD21l]*Mag[EP11])]; 

 EPT1 = CT2 + 0*CT3; 

 AT = ArcCos[(IVD1Tl.EPT1)/(Mag[IVD1Tl]*Mag[EPT1])]; 

 

 

(*Define angle A/2*)                           

ang5 = T5[t]/2;    ang4 = (T4[t] - T5[t])/2;  ang3 = (T3[t] - T4[t])/2;         

ang2 = (T2[t] - T3[t])/2;   ang1 = (T1[t] - T2[t])/2; 

angT = (Tt[t] - T1[t])/2; 

 

(*Define angle „q‟*)                                    

 Ang5 = pi - A5 - ang5; 

Ang4 = pi - A4 - ang4; 

Ang3 = pi - A3 - ang3; 

Ang2 = pi - A2 - ang2; 

Ang1 = pi - A1 - ang1; 

AngT = pi - AT - angT; 

 

(*Magnitude of vector UL*)                          

IVD5l = Mag[IVDP5l];  IVD4l = Mag[IVD54l];  IVD3l = Mag[IVD43l];     

IVD2l = Mag[IVD32l];  IVD1l = Mag[IVD21l];  IVDTl = Mag[IVD1Tl]; 

 

(*Shear displacement of IVD*)                             
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IVD5ly = IVD5l*Cos[Ang5]; 

IVD4ly = IVD4l*Cos[Ang4]; 

IVD3ly = IVD3l*Cos[Ang3]; 

IVD2ly = IVD2l*Cos[Ang2]; 

IVD1ly = IVD1l*Cos[Ang1]; 

IVDTly = IVDTl*Cos[AngT]; 

 

(*Axial displacement of IVD*)          

IVD4lz = IVD4l*Sin[Ang4]; 

IVD3lz = IVD3l*Sin[Ang3]; 

IVD2lz = IVD2l*Sin[Ang2]; 

IVD1lz = IVD1l*Sin[Ang1]; 

IVDTlz = IVDTl*Sin[AngT]; 

 

(*IVD energies*) 

VKZ = 0.5*KZ*(IVD5lz - rlz5)^2 + 0.5*KZ*(IVD4lz - rlz4)^2 +  

   0.5*KZ*(IVD3lz - rlz3)^2 + 0.5*KZ*(IVD2lz - rlz2)^2 +  

    0.5*KZ*(IVD1lz - rlz1)^2 + 0.5*KZ*(IVDTlz - rlzt)^2; 

 

VKY = 0.5*KY*(IVD5ly - rly5)^2 + 0.5*KY*(IVD4ly - rly4)^2 +  

    0.5*KY*(IVD3ly - rly3)^2 + 0.5*KY*(IVD2ly - rly2)^2 +  

    0.5*KY*(IVD1ly - rly1)^2 + 0.5*KY*(IVDTly - rlyt)^2; 

 

VKT = 0.5*KT*(T5[t] - rt5)^2 + 0.5*KT*(T5[t] - T4[t] - rt4)^2 +  

    0.5*KT*(T4[t] - T3[t] - rt3)^2 + 0.5*KT*(T3[t] - T2[t] - rt2)^2 +  

    0.5*KT*(T2[t] - T1[t] - rt1)^2 + 0.5*KT*(T1[t] - Tt[t] - rtt)^2; 

 

VCZ = 0.5*CZ*(D[IVD5lz, t])^2 + 0.5*CZ*(D[IVD4lz, t])^2 +  

    0.5*CZ*(D[IVD3lz, t])^2 + 0.5*CZ*(D[IVD2lz, t])^2 +  

    0.5*CZ*(D[IVD1lz, t])^2 + 0.5*CZ*(D[IVDTlz, t])^2 ; 
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VCY = 0.5*CY*(D[IVD5ly, t])^2 + 0.5*CY*(D[IVD4ly, t])^2 +  

    0.5*CY*(D[IVD3ly, t])^2 + 0.5*CY*(D[IVD2ly, t])^2 +  

    0.5*CY*(D[IVD1ly, t])^2 + 0.5*CY*(D[IVDTly, t])^2 ; 

 

VCT = 0.5*CT*(D[T5[t], t])^2 + 0.5*CT*(D[T5[t] - T4[t], t])^2 +  

    0.5*CT*(D[T4[t] - T3[t], t])^2 + 0.5*CT*(D[T3[t] - T2[t], t])^2 +  

    0.5*CT*(D[T2[t] - T1[t], t])^2 + 0.5*CT*(D[T1[t] - Tt[t], t])^2 ; 

 

(* Kinetic energy *) 

T = 1/2*m5*vG5.vG5 + 1/2*m4*vG4.vG4 + 1/2*m3*vG3.vG3 + 1/2*m2*vG2.vG2 +  

   1/2*m1*vG1.vG1 +1/2*mt*vGT.vGT + 1/2*NwL5.I5.NwL5 + 1/2*NwL4.I4.NwL4 +   

1/2*NwL3.I3.NwL3 +1/2*NwL2.I2.NwL2 + 1/2*NwL1.I1.NwL1 + 1/2*NwT.IT.NwT ; 

 

(*Potential energy*) 

g = {gx, gy, gz}; (*gravity vector*) 

V = m5*g.G5 + m4*g.G4 + m3*g.G3 + m2*g.G2 + m1*g.G1 + mt*g.GT + VKZ + VKY +  

   VKT; 

 

(*Dissipation energy*) 

Dm =  VCZ + VCY + VCT; 

 

(*LAGRANGE DERIVATIVE*) 

(*Define Lagrange derivative*) 

EL[q_] := D[D[T, q'[t]], t] - D[T, q[t]] + D[V, q[t]] + D[Dm, q'[t]]; 

 

(*Calculate Lagrange derivative*) 
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ELy5 = EL[y5];  ELz5 = EL[z5]; ELT5 = EL[T5]; 

ELy4 = EL[y4];  ELz4 = EL[z4]; ELT4 = EL[T4]; 

ELy3 = EL[y3];  ELz3 = EL[z3]; ELT3 = EL[T3]; 

ELy2 = EL[y2];  ELz2 = EL[z2]; ELT2 = EL[T2]; 

ELy1 = EL[y1];  ELz1 = EL[z1]; ELT1 = EL[T1]; 

ELyT = EL[yt];  ELzT = EL[zt]; ELTT = EL[Tt]; 

 

 << ToMatlab.m (*execute the convertor file to create an m-file (matlab file) of mathematica 

expression*) 

(*create an m-file of Lagrange derivatives*) 

WriteMatlab[ELM, "ELM1.m", "ELM", 2000] 

 

(*MUSCLE FILE CREATION*) 

(*Define muscle attachments*) 

musOr = {Ox, Oy, Oz}*0.01; 

musTer = {Tx, Ty, Tz}*0.01; 

ins1 = {in1x, in1y, in1z}*0.01; 

ins2 = {in2x, in2y, in2z}*0.01; 

ins3 = {in3x, in3y, in3z}*0.01; 

ins4 = {in4x, in4y, in4z}*0.01; 

ins5 = {in5x, in5y, in5z}*0.01; 

 

(*Muscles with origins on pelvis and terminals on ribs*) 

terminalR = Ort + musTer.{CT1, CT2, CT3}; 

momR = musTer.{CT1, CT2, CT3}; 

LenR = Len[terminalR, musOr]; 

LsR = Lsqr[terminalR, musOr]; 

dLenR = D[LenR, t]; 
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(*Define force vector*) 

forceR = fo *csa* ( q*((L - Lo)/Lo) + b*(dL/Lo) + 1)*Vec[ musOr, terminalR]/L; 

 

(*Write the m-file of force vector*) 

WriteMatlab[forceR, "forceR.m", "forceR", 2000] 

 

Matlab code for simulation study 

 

tic 

load data  %load the data set  

  

T = 1/150:1/150:2+2/150; 

t = T(1:length(A1));   

  

% divide the lumbar angle into lumbar vertebral angles 

T5 = 0*pi/180+0.236*A1; 

T4 = 0.29*A1+T5; 

T3 = 0.21*A1+T4; 

T2 = 0.132*A1+T3; 

T1 = 0.132*A1+T2; 

Tt = A2; % thorax angle 

  

% compute the velocities and accelerations for one flexion and extension cycle 

for i = 1:301 

    dt = t(i+1)-t(i); 

    if i == 1 

        dTt(i) = (Tt(i+1)-Tt(i))/dt; dT1(i) = (T1(i+1)-T1(i))/dt; dT2(i) = (T2(i+1)-T2(i))/dt; 

        dT3(i) = (T3(i+1)-T3(i))/dt; dT4(i) = (T4(i+1)-T4(i))/dt; dT5(i) = (T5(i+1)-T5(i))/dt; 
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    else 

        dTt(i) = (Tt(i+1)-Tt(i-1))/2/dt; dT1(i) = (T1(i+1)-T1(i-1))/2/dt; dT2(i) = (T2(i+1)-T2(i-

1))/2/dt; 

        dT3(i) = (T3(i+1)-T3(i-1))/2/dt; dT4(i) = (T4(i+1)-T4(i-1))/2/dt; dT5(i) = (T5(i+1)-T5(i-

1))/2/dt; 

    end 

end 

  

for i = 1:300 

    dt = t(i+1)-t(i); 

    if i == 1 

        ddTt(i) = (dTt(i+1)-dTt(i))/dt; ddT1(i) = (dT1(i+1)-dT1(i))/dt; ddT2(i) = (dT2(i+1)-

dT2(i))/dt; 

        ddT3(i) = (dT3(i+1)-dT3(i))/dt; ddT4(i) = (dT4(i+1)-dT4(i))/dt; ddT5(i) = (dT5(i+1)-

dT5(i))/dt; 

  

    else 

        ddTt(i) = (dTt(i+1)-dTt(i-1))/2/dt; ddT1(i) = (dT1(i+1)-dT1(i-1))/2/dt; ddT2(i) = (dT2(i+1)-

dT2(i-1))/2/dt; 

        ddT3(i) = (dT3(i+1)-dT3(i-1))/2/dt; ddT4(i) = (dT4(i+1)-dT4(i-1))/2/dt; ddT5(i) = 

(dT5(i+1)-dT5(i-1))/2/dt; 

    end 

end 

  

V1 = dlmread('muscles2.dat'); % load the muscle data 

properties = csvread('properties1.csv'); % load the physical properties of torso segments 

  

%% 

load main12_5 % load the results from the previous time step 
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%initial guess for the optimization taken from previous step 

aa0=XX;  

clear XX* 

XX0 = aa0;  

Y1=  aa0(46:51); 

Vy1=aa0(52:57); 

fy1=aa0(58:63); 

 Z1=aa0(64:69); 

 Vz1=aa0(70:75); 

fz1=aa0(76:81); 

  

% Velocities and acceleration are computed as function previous step values and time 

for ii=1:6 

    aa0(ii+51)=Vy1(ii)+(fy1(ii)+aa0(57+ii))/60; 

    aa0(ii+69)=Vz1(ii)+(fz1(ii)+aa0(75+ii))/60; 

end 

  

for ii=1:6 

    aa0(ii+45)=Y1(ii)+(Vy1(ii)+aa0(51+ii))/60+(fy1(ii)+aa0(57+ii))*(1/30)^2/4; 

    aa0(ii+63)=Z1(ii)+(Vz1(ii)+aa0(69+ii))/60+(fz1(ii)+aa0(75+ii))*(1/30)^2/4; 

end 

 

ml = V1(1:45,34); csa = V1(1:45,35); % read the length and cross sectional area of each muscle 

  

% time steps at increment of 5s are used in the simulation 

thetas = [Tt(10), T1(10), T2(10), T3(10), T4(10), T5(10), dTt(10), dT1(10), dT2(10), dT3(10), 

dT4(10), dT5(10), ddTt(10), ddT1(10), ddT2(10), ddT3(10), ddT4(10), ddT5(10)]; 

  

% setting lower and upper bounds 

LB(1:45,1) = zeros(45,1); 

LB(46:51,1) =[-.002 -0.0033 -.0038 -.0029 -.0014 -0.0006]+0.000000002; 
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LB(52:57,1) = -ones(6,1)*(0.009); 

LB(58:63,1) = ones(6,1)*(-0.7); 

LB(64:69,1) = 0.001*[5 6 7 6.5 7 5.5]; 

LB(70:75,1) = ones(6,1)*(-0.005); 

LB(76:81,1) = ones(6,1)*(-0.1);     

  

UB(1:45,1) = ones(45,1); 

UB(46:51,1) = ones(6,1)*(0.006); 

UB(52:57,1) = ones(6,1)*(0.02); 

UB(58:63,1) = ones(6,1)*(0.7); 

UB(64:69,1) = ones(6,1)*(0.02); 

UB(70:75,1) = ones(6,1)*(0.005); 

UB(76:81,1) = ones(6,1)*(0.1); 

  

A = []; B = []; 

  

options=optimset('LargeScale','off','MaxFunEvals',1e5,'MaxIter',500,'TolX',1e-12,'TolFun',1e-

8,'TolCon',1e-9,'Display','iter','MaxSQPIter',2000,'gradobj','off'); % show progress after each 

iteration 

  

XX = fmincon('obj2_15',aa0,A,B,A,B,LB,UB,'mycon1',options,thetas, XX0);  

save main12_10 

toc 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% Objective function 

function P = obj2_15(XX,thetas, csa, ml,XX0) 

  

thetat = thetas(1); theta1 = thetas(2); theta2 = thetas(3); theta3 = thetas(4); theta4 = thetas(5); 

theta5 = thetas(6); 

dthetat = thetas(7); dtheta1 = thetas(8); dtheta2 = thetas(9); dtheta3 = thetas(10); dtheta4 = 
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thetas(11); dtheta5 = thetas(12); 

ddthetat = thetas(13); ddtheta1 = thetas(14); ddtheta2 = thetas(15); ddtheta3 = thetas(16); 

ddtheta4 = thetas(17); ddtheta5 = thetas(18); 

  

Yt= XX(46);  Y1=XX(47); Y2=XX(48); Y3 = XX(49); Y4= XX(50); Y5= XX(51); 

dYt= XX(52);  dY1= XX(53); dY2= XX(54); dY3 = XX(55); dY4= XX(56); dY5= XX(57); 

ddYt= XX(58);  ddY1= XX(59); ddY2= XX(60); ddY3 = XX(61); ddY4= XX(62); ddY5= 

XX(63); 

 Zt= XX(64);  Z1=XX(65); Z2=XX(66); Z3 = XX(67); Z4= XX(68); Z5= XX(69); 

dZt= XX(70);  dZ1= XX(71); dZ2= XX(72); dZ3 = XX(73); dZ4= XX(74); dZ5= XX(75); 

ddZt= XX(76);  ddZ1= XX(77); ddZ2= XX(78); ddZ3 = XX(79); ddZ4= XX(80); ddZ5= 

XX(81); 

  

properties = csvread('properties1.csv'); 

  

A = genfor2(thetat, theta1, theta2, theta3, theta4, theta5,Yt, Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5, Zt, Z1, Z2, 

Z3,Z4, Z5,dthetat, dtheta1, dtheta2,dtheta3, dtheta4, dtheta5,dYt, dY1, dY2, dY3, dY4, dY5, 

dZt, dZ1, dZ2, dZ3,dZ4, dZ5); % computing the generalized force matrix, the LHS of the 

equation Aeq* alphas = Beq 

  

Beq = ELM1(thetat, theta1, theta2, theta3, theta4, theta5,Yt, Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5, Zt, Z1, Z2, 

Z3,Z4, Z5,dthetat, dtheta1, dtheta2,dtheta3, dtheta4, dtheta5,dYt, dY1, dY2, dY3, dY4, dY5, 

dZt, dZ1, dZ2, dZ3,dZ4, dZ5, ddthetat, ddtheta1, ddtheta2,ddtheta3, ddtheta4, ddtheta5,ddYt, 

ddY1, ddY2, ddY3, ddY4, ddY5, ddZt, ddZ1, ddZ2, ddZ3,ddZ4, ddZ5, properties)';  % 

computing the RHS matrix of the equation Aeq* aplhas = Beq 

  

for i=1:length(ml) 

    m(i) = 1000*(csa(i))*ml(i)/1000000; % calculating the mass of the muscles  

end 

p = m.*((74/4)*sin(a*pi/2)+(111/2)*(1-cos(a*pi/2))); % the metabolic power function (cost 

function) 
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p = sum(p); 

q = 0; 

  

for ii = 1:18 

    q = q+(Aeq(ii,:)*a' - Beq(ii))^2; 

end 

  

P= p+10^6*q; 
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Appendix C 

 

The Lyapunov Exponents  

Abbreviations:  

sub = subject  gen = gender 

bf = before fatigue af = after fatigue  

as = asymmetric trial   s = asymmetric trial 

nps = no pelvic restraint 

 

sub gen as1-bf as2-bf s1-bf s2-bf 
as1-bf-

nps 
as2-bf-

nps 
s1-bf-

nps 
s2-bf-

nps 
1 f 0.95 0.86 0.68 0.78 0.68 0.86 0.75 0.79 
2 f 0.98 1.04 1.12 1.24 0.89 0.91 0.93 0.9 
3 f 1.1 0.88 1.08 0.96 0.91 0.88 0.93 0.92 
4 f 0.65 0.67 0.85 0.81 0.77 0.89 0.82 0.97 
5 f 0.61 0.71 0.87 0.92 0.95 0.99 0.79 0.79 
1 m 0.76 0.8 0.85 0.82 0.79 0.81 0.78 0.8 
2 m 0.76 0.87 0.79 0.86 0.98 0.9 0.94 0.98 
3 m 0.79 0.66 1.15 0.96 0.81 0.89 0.96 0.93 
4 m 0.84 0.85 0.9 0.95 0.72 0.9 0.74 0.69 
5 m 0.98 0.97 0.84 0.98 0.9 0.88 0.8 0.85 

 

 

sub gen as1-af as2-af s1-af s2-af 
as1-af-

nps 
as2-af-

nps 
s1-af-

nps 
s2-af-

nps 
1 f 0.87 1.01 0.99 0.85 0.89 1.06 0.84 0.89 
2 f 1.18 0.97 0.93 1.19 0.9 1 0.93 0.91 
3 f 1.13 0.93 1.1 1.04 0.9 0.74 0.78 0.73 
4 f 0.7 0.83 0.88 0.86 0.98 0.83 0.89 1.04 
5 f 1.1 1 0.9 0.93 0.97 0.99 0.88 0.98 
1 m 0.82 0.82 0.81 0.86 0.78 0.9 0.83 0.85 
2 m 1.08 0.98 1.01 1.28 0.89 1.03 1.08 0.94 
3 m 0.95 1.15 0.84 1.03 0.82 0.93 0.92 1.15 
4 m 0.82 0.97 0.85 1.14 0.83 1 0.93 1.06 
5 m 1.03 0.95 0.88 0.99 0.99 0.93 0.95 0.94 
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IVD Rest Lengths 

Abbreviations: 

Th = thorax  P = pelvis 

St.Eq.L = standing posture in equilibrium  Sub = subject 

 

IVD 
St. Eq. L 

(mm) 

Rest lengths (mm) 

Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 

Th - L1 8.00 8.80 8.94 8.76 8.91 9.04 

L1 - L2 9.00 9.80 9.94 9.76 9.91 10.03 

L2 - L3 11.00 12.04 12.22 11.98 12.18 12.34 

L3 - L4 11.00 12.12 12.31 12.06 12.27 12.44 

L4 _ L5 11.00 12.11 12.31 12.05 12.26 12.44 

L5 - P 9.00 10.28 10.50 10.21 10.46 10.65 

 

 

Spinal Loads in Standing Equilibrium Position 

 Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 

Comp. Load (N) 245.43 288.21 232.50 278.98 316.40 

Shear load (N) 0.17 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.12 

 

 

 


